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1/ AV Programs List
There are five (5) AV programs in this scope of work:
EP-01-200 Video Program AV 1: Feature Video
Part of: Exhibit 01 — Visitor Center
EP-03-200 Audio Program AV 6: Hansbrough Oral History
Part of: Exhibit 03 — Introduction & Early Life
EP-05-300 Video Program AV 2: Henson Escape Show
Part of: Exhibit 05 — Escape and Freedom
EP-06-200 Touchscreen Program AV 3: Henson Memoir Interactives
Part of: Exhibit 06 — Literature, History, Stereotypes, and Myths
EP-08-400 Audio Program AV 5: Slave Voices Graphic Layout No. GL-08-400
Part of: Exhibit 08 — Log Kitchen
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2/ Introduction to Scope of Work
Three important general notes regarding the scope of work:
-

Concerning Context: The AV Producer is expected to familiarize themselves with the
Exhibit Design package to understand the location and context of the AV programs.

-

Concerning Content: The AV descriptions in this document provide a solid foundation for
the AV Producer’s work, but it is expected that the AV Producer will work with M-NCPPC
to further develop and refine story and content. While M-NCPPC will provide guidance,
script research is the responsibility of the AV Producer.

-

Concerning Look and Feel: The aesthetic presentation of the AV programs should
harmonize with the exhibit design to create a coordinated aesthetic. The AV Producer is
expected to familiarize themselves with the Exhibit Design package to understand the
look and feel of the surrounding exhibits, and to draw on the exhibit font and color
palette when possible.

The following list outlines the primary expected responsibilities and deliverables:
A. Kickoff meeting
a. A meeting in person or a remote conference call to discuss the overall project,
parameters and expectations, and review process. This is also where M-NCPPC
would discuss the existing treatments and how they would like them to evolve.
B. Content and Archival Research and Licensing
a. Sources have been identified and client is a good resource, but the AV Producer
is responsible for identifying specific imagery for use and licensing it and/or
getting permission to use it in the final programs, including negotiating and
paying associated licensing fees.
C. Project Coordination
a. Producing an exhibition requires coordination between multiple parties. It is
expected that the AV Producer will participate in coordination calls with the MNCPPC, Exhibit, and Fabrication teams.
b. It is particularly important that the AV Producer coordinate with the AV
hardware integrator. The AV Producer should request a list of all final AV
hardware and check the specs to understand the required formats for playback.
D. Revised Treatments and AV Schedule
a. The AV producer is expected to submit updated treatments (descriptions) that
reflect the creative vision for the piece as well as content updates discussed with
the M-NCPPC.
b. Proposed interview list for Visitor Center Film.
c. Proposed voice talent list for slave narratives.
d. For interactives: wireframes showing layout of key elements.
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e. AV Schedule to include all milestones and final submittal.
E. Draft Scripts
a. To include actual narration, excerpts, etc.
b. Final interview list and proposed filming schedule/locations.
F. Filming three interviews for Visitor Center film
a. It will be most cost-effective if these can be done in the same geographic area in
the same two-day stretch.
b. Scope includes transcripts of interviews that can be shared with M-NCPPC.
G. Commissioning Artwork
a. It is expected that two of the AV programs (the “Feature Video” in the Visitor
Center and “Henson Escape Show” in the historic home) will integrate original
illustration. This scope of work includes overseeing the production of and paying
for those illustrations.
b. A “Sample Artist/ Illustrator Contract” has been included in this document for
the AV Producer’s use.
H. Milestone Editorial Reviews of Videos:
a. Rough cut
b. Revised rough cut
c. Fine cut (with captions)
d. Final online version for install (in format that works with exhibit media players)
I.

Milestone Interactive Reviews:
a. Revised treatment and wireframes
b. Draft screen design and draft script
c. Revised screen design and final script
d. Alpha version
e. Beta version
f. Final version ready for install

J.

Closeout Materials
a. The AV Producer must provide backup files for all shows/programs to M-NCPPC.
b. The AV Producer must provide an AV Program Binder (electronic, Adobe PDF
format, and print) that contains final scripts, personal and location releases (for
three interviews), and all permissions/licenses (for imagery and music).

Note: EP-06-200 Touchscreen Program AV 3: Henson Memoir Interactives in particular will
require final programming and testing on the actual AV hardware. AV Producer will need to
coordinate with the AV Hardware Integrator to receive one of the all-in-one touchscreens. AV
Producer is responsible for the cost of shipping the touchscreen back to the AV Hardware
Integrator or Fabricator.
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3/ ADA Compliance
In order to make the AV exhibits as accessible as possible to a broad audience, the AV producer
needs to follow Title II accessibility requirements. At a minimum this requires:
-

-

Captioning audio (including open captioning for videos).
Making on-screen text and interface buttons large and high contrast.
Keeping interpretive and instructional text simple and easy.
Providing final transcripts of all shows with audio to M-NCPPC for them to provide transcripts
to visitors.

Title II accessibility requirements for information and communication technology information:
https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/communications-and-it/about-the-ictrefresh/final-rule/text-of-the-standards-and-guidelines
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4/ Image and Audio Acquisition Criteria
Photos, video, and music used in the media exhibits needs to be in the public domain or licensed for
use. It is the AV producer’s responsibility to source and license the assets.
The licensing terms of use include:
Usage: educational use in nonprofit / museum exhibit
Location: 1 location
Duration: 10 years / life of exhibit
Territory: United States
Exclusivity: No exclusivity
The licensing does not require licensing for broadcast, web, advertising, or promotional uses.
For custom, original art or illustration commissions, please see “Sample Artist (Illustrator) Contract” in
this document.
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5. Description of AV Elements
AV1 Feature Video in Visitor Center (EP-01-200)
Topic: Who was Josiah Henson?
Includes: attract loop, main video
Length: attract loop: 30 seconds; main video: 5-6 minutes
The video provides an introduction to Josiah Henson, his connection to this place, and his incredible
story. The major points echo what visitors learn in other parts of their visit, but the emphasis here is
on finding relatable details, getting viewers emotionally invested in the story, and giving enough
context and grounding that what is seen at the house and grounds will resonate that much more
strongly.
The creative use of imagery is central to the piece. As there is very limited imagery from the time
period with a direct connection to the story, the expectation is that the video will incorporate a mix
of original, stock, interview, and archival photography and footage in an artful way. It is also
important to incorporate the color palette, fonts, and style established by the exhibit graphic design.
The components used in the treatment include:
- Narrator
- Voice talent (Voice of Henson)
- Three interviews
- Supporting contemporary and archival imagery
- Text on screen (possibly presented infographic-style)
- Music (stock music, which may include an African American spiritual)
o In his 1876 version of Henson’s memoir, p. 196, Henson actually refers to a spiritual
that slaves sang when they were close to separation, “Down by the River Side.”
o In the 1881 edition of Henson’s memoir, p. 219, there is a note about Henson singing
a “Slaves’ Parting Hymn.”
Notes:
- The video requires open (on-screen) captioning for accessibility, including description of
significant sounds.
-

The attract loop is simple: the title and runtime of the video, a series of stills drawn from the
video, and a note that “The video will begin shortly. Please be seated.”

-

The following description indicates an initial suggested tone, style, and story arc, but the
ultimate creative expression of the show will be determined collaboratively between MNCPPC and the AV Producer in the production/fabrication phase.

Prologue (40 seconds)
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As some of the content may be difficult for viewers, it is suggested that the video starts with a text
card that advises viewers of the content, such as:
PLEASE BE ADVISED
The system of slavery was enforced by violence and protected by law.
Some content may be disturbing.
The text card fades out and the video opens with a peaceful scene of rural tobacco fields such as
Josiah Henson might have worked in Maryland. The soundtrack is equally peaceful—wind, distant
birdsong, perhaps the regular sound of a hoe carving into the soil. It’s an unexpected scene and is in
sharp contrast to the charged story that unfolds.

As the narrator begins speaking, the color slowly drains out of the image. Subtle sound effects
support the narration: sounds of struggle, whipping, and a man in agony. (Because there will be
family audiences, this should be emotional but not traumatizing for the viewer.)
SAMPLE NARRATION
One day in the 1790s, Josiah Henson’s father came home from
working the fields to find another man assaulting his wife.
Enraged, he leapt at the attacker and struck him.
For beating a white man, he was whipped 100 times and his right ear
was tacked to a post and cut off.
The last frame of the sequence freezes, darkens, and takes on a sketch effect (i.e., a “charcoal
sketch” style filter is applied to the footage so the image grows more abstract and darkens in tone
enough for text to stand out clearly; see image below for an example). As a voice begins speaking,
words animate across the screen so that they are not only heard but seen at full scale.
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“My father became a different man, and
was so morose, disobedient, and...

HENSON MEMOIR EXCERPT
“My father became a different man, and was so morose, disobedient,
and intractable, that Mr. N. determined to sell him.
…neither my mother nor I, ever heard of him again.”
-Josiah Henson
This voice will come up several times during the video: an actor reading the words of Rev. Josiah
Henson, taken from his slave narrative.
This brutal encounter from Henson’s early childhood and its terrible outcome would be echoed in
different forms throughout his life as an enslaved man. We use it here as a direct way to express what
it meant to be born into a system that gave one set of people power over another set of people—and
the violence, inhumanity, and damage to bodies, souls, and families that it generated.
Act 1
Born into Bondage (60 seconds)
The video cuts to an interview filmed on site. A person knowledgeable about Henson speaks to what
it meant to be born into slavery in 18th century Maryland.
SAMPLE INTERVIEW EXCERPT
Slavery—the legal right to own and control another person—was
legal in Maryland for more than 200 years.
The screen fades to black and the “1642: Slavery begins in MD” appears on bold, then a graphic line
in the form of a narrow chain is drawn under it and keeps traveling across the screen until it hits
another date: 1864: Slavery ends in MD”. This simple timeline shows the span that slavery was legal.
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The interviewer continues:
SAMPLE INTERVIEW EXCERPT
So from the moment Josiah Henson was born, on June 15, 1789, the
United States considered him a piece of property.
When the interviewer mentions “1789” that date appears on the simple timeline and the camera
moves in on it and holds for a moment before dissolving to an archival image of slaves being sold at
auction.
Now we cut to another interviewer familiar with Henson, who takes up the storyline.
SAMPLE INTERVIEW EXCERPT
Henson not only lost his father, but a couple years later he sees his
mother, brothers, and sisters sold off at auction.
It was only because Henson became very sick that he was returned
to his mother at a plantation owned by Isaac Riley.
She nursed him back to health, taught him the Lord’s Prayer, and he
spends the next 30 years enslaved by the Rileys.
As the interviewer speaks, the video cuts to an historic map of Maryland and moves in on the
location of the Riley plantation, giving visitors a place-based grounding in the story. If possible,
archival illustration should also show enslaved mothers and children being auctioned off.
Act 2
Defying the Odds (60 seconds)
The video continues in this manner, cutting between sparing narration (used to advance the story
quickly), and interview clips (to bring firsthand insight and emotion to the story). The following
suggests the type of content that would be covered.
This part of the story covers Henson’s spiritual awakening, which was central to his life and sense of
identity. One day, at his mother’s encouragement, he asks Isaac Riley for permission to go a local
prayer service held at a mill several miles away—a brave request as even just asking risked Riley’s
wrath and possible punishment. The experience changes Henson’s life.
The imagery begins with details of archival illustrations that show the kind of farm work Henson
would have overseen: hoeing, tilling, planting, and harvesting crops. Sound effects complement the
imagery, evoking the hard manual labor required.
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SAMPLE NARRATION
Isaac Riley drinks to excess, mismanages his property, and beats his
slaves. But he realizes the young Henson is an extraordinary asset:
smart, strong, capable, and motivated.
Riley soon gives him the role of supervising all the farm work.
One day, Henson asks permission to attend an outdoor prayer
service. It’s a bold request that risks punishment.
Henson attends the service and is profoundly moved. He calls it “my
awakening to a new life.”
The imagery dissolves from archival to contemporary, similar to the first shot. This one shows
sunlight coming through leaves—a metaphor for this profound enlightening. As before, it starts full
color, the color drains, and then it freezes and becomes a background for full-screen text:
HENSON MEMOIR EXCERPT
“He said the death of Christ was not designed for the benefit of a
select few only, but for the salvation of the world, for the bond as
well as the free…”
- Josiah Henson
The video cuts back to one of the Henson interviewees:
SAMPLE INTERVIEW EXCERPT
His faith not only sustained him, but presented a world view where
all people were worthy in the eyes of God.
The imagery here could be early photographic portraits of African American that portray them with
dignity and humanity.
SAMPLE NARRATION
Henson’s faith would be sorely tested in the coming years.
Act 3
A Man of His Word (90 seconds)
This part of the story shows Josiah Henson faced with a terrible choice: to escape to freedom at the
cost of breaking his word, or keep his word and remain enslaved. The value he placed on his moral
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compass and his soul won out and he remained in bondage – but his sense of agency and self-worth
grew and he began planning to buy his freedom.
SAMPLE NARRATION
Isaac Riley’s mismanagement and alcoholism taken their toll on
both the people he enslaves and his property.
Sued for debt, he sells land and extracts a promise from Henson.
SAMPLE INTERVIEW EXCERPT
Riley puts Henson in charge of taking 22 of the people he’s
enslaved to Kentucky, where Riley’s brother has a farm, so they
can’t be sold to pay his debt.
They pass through Cincinnati, where an active, radical, free black
community lives. The free blacks urge Henson to escape.
Archival imagery sets the tone: zooming in on headlines of Maryland land sale ads
(the Park has one that relates directly to Isaac Riley), a line that animates from
Maryland to Kentucky on a historic map and shows the distance they travel and
states they go through, and an old engraving showing the Ohio River.
HENSON MEMOIR EXCERPT
From my earliest recollection, freedom had been the object of my
ambition…
But… I had promised that man to take his property to Kentucky…and
this, and this only, I resolved to do.
SAMPLE INTERVIEW EXCERPT
In Kentucky, Henson emerges as a powerful preacher to both black
and white audiences. He saves the money he earns to pay for his
freedom.
But time is running out. His companions are being sold south, and so
Henson moves heaven and earth and finally gets Riley to agree to
sell him his freedom papers.
If time permits, it may be helpful to note that Henson made most of his money preaching in the Free
States on his way back to Maryland, but it may be too complicated to fit in.
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SAMPLE NARRATION
But in a crushing blow, after giving Riley all his money, Henson
discovers he’s been tricked—Riley more than doubles the price of
freedom, putting it far beyond Henson’s reach.
HENSON MEMOIR EXCERPT
“I was without the means of setting myself right….
Every man about me who could write was a slaveholder,
and what chance had I to be believed….”
The screen goes black.
Act 4
Escape! (30 seconds)
Cheated by his owner and faced with the imminent sale and devastation of
his family, Henson begins to plan his escape. While this is one of the most
suspenseful episodes in his memoir, because there is a show in the historic
house that illustrates the escape, we do not need to go into detail here.
Contemporary footage of a narrow trail through a Kentucky-style wilderness in dim light, or a
starlight view of the sky at night, begin the sequence.
SAMPLE NARRATION
After being cheated out of his freedom, Henson feels his only choice
is to escape. Refusing to leave his family behind, he carries his two
youngest children on his back.
Traveling at night, starving for food, terrified of capture, they
miraculously make it to Canada. Henson literally kisses the ground
when they arrive.

Act 5
Freedom & Opportunity (60 seconds)
SAMPLE NARRATION
In Canada, Henson establishes himself and a growing community.
SAMPLE INTERVIEW EXCERPT
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Henson must have had immense charisma and energy, because he
never seems to stop.
He becomes a conductor on the Underground Railroad and leads at
least 118 people to freedom. When he is 60, he publishes a memoir
and goes on a speaking tour. His story serves as inspiration for the
blockbuster book of its time, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, which sways public
sentiment against slavery.
An image of the cover of Uncle Tom’s Cabin shows the author’s name: Harriet Beecher Stowe.
SAMPLE NARRATION
Henson lives to see slavery abolished. He meets the queen of
England and the president of the United States.
In 1883, at age 93, he passes away.
SAMPLE INTERVIEW EXCERPT
Today ‘Uncle Tom’ is a negative term, referring to someone who is
overly fawning or servile to a white person -- a race traitor -- but
Josiah Henson was the opposite of that stereotype.
Slavery tried to define him, but he refused to be defined by slavery.
Coda
(30 seconds)
HENSON MEMOIR EXCERPT
I will conclude my narrative by simply recording my gratitude,
heartfelt and inexpressible, to God, and to many of my fellow-men,
… for the good I have been enabled to effect; for the light which has
risen upon me…for the prospects opening to my children, so
different from what they might have been….
The AV Producer should plan to include a credit and acknowledgements roll at the end of the video.

AV2 Henson Escape Show (EP-05-300)
Topic: Josiah Henson’s courageous bid to escape to freedom with his family
Includes: attract loop, main video
Length: attract loop-30 seconds; main video: 1-2 minutes
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This show provides a vivid, compact account of Henson’s difficult decision to escape to freedom with
his family and their perilous journey across hundreds of miles of wilderness to reach safety.
The approach features several elements:
- Short excerpts of text drawn directly from Henson’s memoir;
- A historic map over which a line animates to show the approximate path and distances
involved;
- Five or six illustrations to be commissioned by the AV producer; these are to be drawn in the
same style as Kyle Baker, the same artist working on the exhibit illustrations, and they will
capture some of the most dramatic aspects of Henson’s escape;
- A small number (5-10) archival images;
- Sound effects that help bring the illustrations to life;
- One or two pieces of music (must work at low volume);
- Open (on-screen captions) that include the sound effects.
Due to sound spill concerns, this piece must work with no or very little spoken word and the audio
track as a whole needs to add drama without volume.
The attract loop can be a simple title card with an arrow that directs visitor attention to the start
button on the wall at left. About every 10-15 seconds the arrow jogs left a little to emphasize the
action needed, the screen fades to black, and then comes back up.

When the button is pressed, the piece opens with a title card. Intertitle cards liked this are used
throughout the show to carry captions and excerpts from Henson’s memoir.
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In very condensed fashion, a short series of intertitle cards cut with brief close-ups of Henson and his
family to set up the situation:
- Kentucky, 1830 (intertitle).
- Henson and his family face the threat of being sold (intertitle),
- Henson’s wife is afraid to flee -- but he resolves to get his whole family to freedom (intertitle
then quick cut to close-up of their faces, from one of the commissioned illustrations),
The screen dips to black and (perhaps using a subtle flicker reminiscent of early films) the cover of
Henson’s memoir comes up, establishing the quotes as coming from his own words.

The page turns and comes to rest on the chapter heading: “Escape from Bondage”. The camera
zooms in closer, showing
Henson’s own summary of
the escape:
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The video cuts to a circa 1830 map of the United States (this Van Schaak map below from the Library
of Congress has a nice hand-drawn feel and is not overly cluttered by travel routes).

The distance the family covered on foot, in fear for their lives and with few resources, is an
impressive and affecting part of the story, and the map reappears over the course of the video to
show their progress and where key moments take place. As the story is compressed into about five
or six key scenes, and the map also serves to “connect the dots” of Henson’s escape and ultimate
success in reaching Canada.
As the map fades up, an arrow indicates the Henson’s starting point at Amos Riley’s plantation in
Kentucky and text animates on:
Daviess County, Kentucky
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A line appears and heads north, stretching all the way to Canada (roughly tracing their route).
Another arrow comes on and points to a spot in Canada just across the water from Buffalo. Text
animates on:
Freedom
Now a final bit of text comes on, indicating the distance between the two points, and the formidable
task before Henson:
~700 miles
A journey like this under the best of circumstances would be daunting. But to flee with the threat of
dogs and slave catchers at their heels, never knowing who along the way might turn them in for a
reward, and with a wife and four young children is almost hard to imagine.
Another intertitle fades on, advising that the journey will be long, hard, and fraught with danger. A
series of brief archival images follow, framed in a way that fits the style of the shot, to illuminate the
dangers: a slave catcher, a runaway ad, a close-up on the reward advertised, a Harper’s Illustratedstyle etching of wolves or bears, a wide river, and Native Americans.
Despite the dangers, the Hensons prepare to escape. Henson has four children, two of whom are
toddlers. Henson’s wife has made him a special knapsack to tote his two youngest and he has
practiced carrying them at night, away from prying eyes.
To illustrate this, the video cuts to the first of a series of illustrations (to be commissioned for this
piece by the AV producer), showing Henson in his cabin carrying his children in the knapsack.
These commissioned illustrations bring subtle motion to the video in two ways: through camera
movement (e.g., panning across the still illustration) and with a few elements in the illustration itself
moving (e.g., lantern flickering, water moving, sky darkening).
Note: A somewhat similar effect is shown in this animated children’s storybook, “We’re going
on a Bear Hunt” --
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Pan across the illustration:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kL36gMrHJaI
Move elements within the illustration (though this is more moving elements than proposed):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W3IVlBnVS6o
Intertitles explain the knapsack and the story continues, moving between the map and the
illustrations, with memoir excerpts and captions explaining in the briefest terms what the family
faces in their quest.
Below are six possible points to illuminate in the story. Henson’s memoir is the best source for this (it
is worth noting that his book was first published in 1849, but he later came out with slightly
expanded versions; drawing from any of the versions is fine).
1) Preparing to flee
- It will be Henson, his wife, and four children
- Henson determined, wife terrified
- They devise a knapsack to carry two littlest children
- Illustration idea: Henson practices carrying his children in the knapsack his wife has
made for the purpose.
- Sample memoir excerpt:
“I had got my wife to make me a large knapsack, big enough to
hold the two smallest children… I used to…trot round the
cabin with them…in order to accustom both them and myself
to the task before us.
2) Leaving Kentucky
- They embark on a moonless September night
- Taken across the Ohio River in a little skiff (blacks helped each other out of slavery)
- Fear of capture is ever-present; in the distance a dog barks ominously.
- Illustration idea: The family setting out at night with Henson carrying the two littlest
kids on his back. They are poised at the edge of the Ohio River, where a small boat
awaits them. Henson looks across the river while his wife looks back.
- Sample memoir excerpt:
“At length the eventful night came. …It was a dark, moonless
night….”
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3) Hardships on the way
- They must travel at night
- All are anxious about discovery
- Henson’s back is raw from carrying the children in the knapsack
- Children’s cries of hunger and exhaustion, wolves or coyotes howl in the distance
- Illustration idea: Hidden in the woods, Henson’s family is ragged and scared. One of
the children holds a tiny crust of bread and another cries from hunger. Henson holds
out a shoe dripping with water to satisfy their thirst.
- Sample memoir excerpt:
“We were to travel by night, and rest by day, in the woods and
bushes. ...We dared look to no one for help.”
4) A Surprise Encounter
- On a wilderness path, they unexpectedly encounter Native Americans
- Initially fearful (on both sides), they are ultimately welcomed and spend the night
- Illustration idea: The family meets the tribal chief while Henson’s family and tribal
members look at each other with curiosity.
- Sample memoir excerpt:
“…they supplied our wants, fed us bountifully, and gave us a
comfortable wigwam for our night’s rest.”
5) A Lucky Meeting
- On the shores of Lake Erie, near Sandusky City, Henson manages to find a kindly ship
captain who agrees to take the family to Buffalo.
- Illustration idea: The family waits at the shore with the boat in the background while
a rowboat heads toward them.
- Sample memoir excerpt:
“He sympathized with me, at once, most heartily; and…agreed
to send a boat for me, after sundown…as there were Kentucky
spies, he said, on the watch for slaves.”
6) Reaching Freedom
- When Henson and his family finally reach Canada, he gets off the boat and is
overcome with joy.
- Illustration idea: Freedom! Henson kisses the ground in Canada as his joyous family
surrounds him. In the distance, a man watches with some amusement.
- Sample memoir excerpt:
“It was the 28th of October, 1830, in the morning, when my
feet first touched the Canada shore.”
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Throughout the video, the soundtrack adds understated but telling details—lapping water, night
creatures, dogs barking, the sound of footsteps running, scared breathing, a child’s whimper.
A restrained, instrumental version of a spiritual may also fit for the start or end of the piece, such as
“Go Down, Moses,” “Steal Away,” or “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot.”

AV3 Henson Memoir Interactives (EP-06-200)
Topic: Josiah Henson’s memoir.
Includes: main menu, “Browse excerpts” activity; “Compare books” activity
Length: varies by visitor
Note: there are two stations with identical content
A touchscreen provides access to excerpts from Henson’s memoir so visitors can browse his amazing
life story. It also invites people to compare several sections of Henson’s writing with similar accounts
in Uncle Tom’s Cabin so that visitors can see how Harriet Beecher Stowe drew on his book for her
work.
The challenge here is to make reading on a smallish screen while standing something that visitors will
do. To cater to different visitor heights/distance from the screen, the type on screen will need to be
relatively large and the interface controls easy to use. The goal here is not to have visitors stand and
read large chunks of the memoir, but to dip into some of the most interesting or affecting parts and
get a taste of Henson’s clear, accessible narrative voice.
The design of the screen layout should coordinate visually with the exhibits to provide a sense of
aesthetic cohesiveness. The interface design should be intuitive and easy to use.
The main menu is simple and gives visitors the choice of two activities:
- Explore Henson’s Memoir
- Compare the Books
Explore Henson’s Memoir activity
When visitors select the “Explore” activity, they go to a submenu that has a list of 12-15 key
phrases that relate to the most interesting parts of the story—for example, “My family is torn
apart,” “I grow to be robust,” or “I am beaten savagely.” Visitors can touch one of these teaser
phrases to jump to the appropriate part of the story.
Each excerpt would be anywhere from approximately 50 – 200 words. A scroll function allows
visitors to read at their own pace. A “back” button returns them to the submenu.
- *M-NCPPC has provided an initial selection of 19 excerpts for consideration. These are
provided in the Image and Audio Sources & Resources section at the end of the AV
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descriptions. The AV Producer will narrow down the selections and at that time MNCPPC will assist with interpretive introduction.
Compare the Books activity
When visitors choose the “Compare” activity, they go to a submenu that shows two books side
by side: Henson’s memoir (published 1849) and Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(published 1852). A question asks:
“Was Harriet Beecher Stowe inspired by Josiah Henson?”
The purpose of this activity is to show parallels in the two books, but visitors should be made
aware that Henson was not “Uncle Tom” (most obviously, Uncle Tom is killed by a beating from
overseers and Henson was beaten viciously but survived and eventually gained his freedom). To
make this clear, a short caption under the opening question can preface the activity with a
statement such as:
Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom character was a fictional
composite based on details from slave narratives that she read—
including Henson’s memoir. Explore some of the parallels.
Visitors can press arrows on either side of the screen to launch a series of side-by-side text
comparisons of excerpts from the two books that illustrate the similarities. For example:

Henson memoir:
“In passing along the state of Ohio, we were frequently told we were free… The idea of
running away was not one I had ever indulged… I had promised that man to take his property
to Kentucky.”
Uncle Tom’s Cabin:
“Some low fellows, they say, said to him, ‘Tom, why don’t you make tracks for Canada? ‘Ah.
Master trusted me…and I couldn’t.”
There are six comparisons and three “bonus” items that quote Stowe writing about Henson,
the work, and the fictional Uncle Tom.
o M-NCPPC has provided initial excerpts for consideration. These are provided in
the Image and Audio Sources & Resources section at the end of the AV
descriptions. They are longer excerpts that from which shorter comparisons can
be selected.
The three “bonus” items are:
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o

A letter of introduction that Stowe wrote to Henson’s publisher:
“Among all the singular and interesting records to which the
institution of American slavery has given rise, we know of none
more striking, more characteristic and instructive, than that of
Josiah Henson.”
-Harriet Beecher Stowe

o

An excerpt from the Key to Uncle Tom’s Cabin that Stowe wrote after her novel
gained so much notoriety. Stowe put together this 262-page volume to show her
sources to those who doubted the validity of her tale. She specifically cites
Henson, and introduces the book by saying,
“This work, more, perhaps, than any other work of fiction that
ever was written, has been a collection and arrangement of real
incidents,— of actions really performed, of words and
expressions really uttered.”
-Harriet Beecher Stowe

o

An excerpt from one of her multiple letters where she addressed who “Uncle
Tom” was.
“’Traits and incidents of various people are combined. The life
of Rev. J. Henson furnished many of these, but not all. He was
not Uncle Tom, neither was any other person that I know of.”
-Harriet Beecher Stowe

AV5 Slave Voices (EP-08-400)
Topic: Firsthand accounts by people who were enslaved.
Includes: six audio clips
Length: each clip runs 30-60 seconds
Within the historic Log Kitchen, visitors are able to hear actors (voice talent) reading from short
firsthand accounts by slaves that connect to kitchen life. All the excerpts represent the Upper South.
A single sentence of by a narrator sets up the context of the quote. For example:
Narrator:
Josiah Henson spent several months preaching on his way from Kentucky back to Maryland;
upon his return in 1828 he was told to sleep in the kitchen.
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Henson:
After putting my horse in the stable I retired to the kitchen, where my master told me I was
to sleep for the night. Oh, how different from my accommodations in the free States, for the
last three months, was that crowded room, with its earth-floor, its filth and stench!
I looked around me with a sensation of disgust. The negroes present were strangers to me. I
found my mother had died during my absence, and every tie which had ever connected me
with the place was broken. Full of gloomy reflections at my loneliness, and the povertystricken aspect of the whole farm, I sat down, and while my companions were snoring in
unconsciousness, I kept awake, thinking how I could escape from the accursed spot.
- Josiah Henson, Maryland
Visitors select their choice using a push-button and listen using an audio wand. M-NCPPC has
provided initial excerpts for consideration and these are provided in the Image and Audio Sources &
Resources section at the end of the AV descriptions.
The voices will be cast from professional voice actors who sound appropriate to the individual being
represented; the AV producer will do the casting and the M-NCPPC will review. M-NCPPC has already
provided content.
The producer must provide the final scripts to M-NCPPC so that they can make available
transcriptions of all oral components for the public.

AV 6: Hansbrough Oral History (3EP-03-200)
Topic: Excerpt from an oral history that helps explain “how we know what we know.”
Includes: one audio clip.
Length: each clip runs 30-60 seconds
Frances Mace Hansbrough is a white descendant of the Riley family who lived in this historic home.
She was interviewed in 2007, when she was in her 90s; in the interview she was asked to look at a
video of the Riley house and comment on what she saw and recalled.
This short (60-second) program cuts together a few of the more interesting observations she makes.
Note: Printed transcripts of the audio clips will be available to visitors (by others). The M-NCPPC
received oral permission from Mrs. Judy Shapiro to use the excerpts.
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6/ Image and Audio Sources & Resources
About the Henson memoir:
The Henson memoir is the source for multiple media pieces. The text for the various versions is
available through the University of North Carolina’s “Documenting the South” initiative. Here is
direct language from Jason E. Tomberlin, at the Wilson Library, UNC, regarding the use of the text:
The text of the Henson narrative is in the public domain, and you are welcome to use it for
your project. (If you see any copyright claim on the Documenting the American South
website, it is erroneous and does not apply to the original text.) All that we ask is that you cite
the location of the original (Duke) and the transcribed version that we have on our website
(UNC).
AV1 Visitor Center Film (EP-01-200)
[To be developed further following review of program descriptions.]
The following sources are suggested as they have image assets that fall into the public domain or
lower-cost archival category.
Archive.org (for 19th c. issues of Harper’s Weekly*)
Library of Congress
Maryland Historical Trust
Maryland State Archives
Montgomery County Historical Society
National Archives
New York Public Library Digital Archives
Northwind Picture Archives
Pond5 (for contemporary footage)
Shutterstock (for contemporary footage)
University of Maryland Digital Collections
University of North Carolina, “Documenting the American South” initiative
*A list of the links to Harper’s Weekly volumes available can be found here:
http://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/serial?id=harpersweekly
In addition, scanned slave narrative texts are also sources of illustrations:
North American slave narratives
http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/index.html
There is a longer list of sources available at onehistory.org
http://onehistory.org/Imagesonline.htm
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Stock Music:
Audiojungle
Pond5
Shutterstock
Interviewee Suggestions
The final list of three interviewees will be determined in conjunction with the Parks; these are initial
recommendations.
Shirl Spicer, Museum Manager for Montgomery Parks
Dr. Cheryl LaRoche, Archaeologist
Dr. Adena Spingarn, Professor and author, Uncle Tom, From Martyr to Traitor
Henson descendant, such as:
Saladin Allah, Great Great Great Grandson of Josiah Henson (there are other
descendants who know the story as well)
James Henson
Voice Talent Note:
Dr. LaRoche, a content advisor on the project, provided a recommendation for a “Henson”
voice. This person as a good representation of the kind of voice that might be considered.
http://www.tygrayel.com

AV2 Henson Escape Show (EP-05-300)
[To come following review of program descriptions.]
Josiah Henson narrative
http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/henson/henson.html
http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/henson81/henson81.html
Kyle Baker, www.qualityjollity.com (providing original illustrations for the exhibits)
Library of Congress
Maryland State Archives

AV3 Henson Memoir Interactives (EP-06-200)
Josiah Henson narrative
http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/henson/henson.html
http://docsouth.unc.edu/neh/henson81/henson81.html
Twelve Years a Slave (end of document)
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http://docsouth.unc.edu/fpn/northup/northup.html
Uncle Tom’s Cabin
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/203/203-h/203-h.htm
Possible Henson Memoir Excerpts for “Browse Excerpts” Activity
Note: M-NCPPC is suggesting quotes not used in the other exhibits. The concept is to have
the 12-15 key phrases in Explore Henson’s Memoir follow the themes in the Henson Voice
panels, but limited redundancy (if possible).
1. The story of my life, which I am about to record, is one full of striking incident. Keener
pangs, deeper joys, more singular vicissitudes, few have been led in God's providence to
experience. As I look back on it through the vista of more than eighty years, and scene after
scene rises before me, an ever fresh wonder fills my mind. I delight to recall it. I dwell on it as
did the Jews on the marvellous history of their rescue from the bondage of Egypt. Time has
touched with its mellowing fingers its sterner features. The sufferings of the past are now like
a dream, and the enduring lessons left behind, make me to praise God that my soul has been
tempered by Him in so fiery a furnace and under such heavy blows. (135 words)
2. Our term of happy union as one family was now, alas! at an end. The doctor's death was a
great calamity to us, for the estate and the slaves were to be sold and the proceeds divided
among the heirs. The first sad announcement that the sale was to be; the knowledge that all
ties of the past were to be sundered; the frantic terror at the idea of being sent "down south;"
the almost certainty that one member of a family will be torn from another; the anxious
scanning of purchasers' faces; the agony at parting, often for ever, with husband, wife, child-these must be seen and felt to be fully understood. Young as I was then, the iron entered into
my soul. The remembrance of the breaking up of McPherson's estate is photographed in its
minutest features in my mind. The crowd collected round the stand, the huddling group of
negroes, the examination of muscle, teeth, the exhibition of agility, the look of the auctioneer,
the agony of my mother--I can shut my eyes and see them all. (182 words)
3. I was bought by a stranger named Robb, and truly a robber he was to me. He took me to
his home, about forty miles distant, and put me into his negro quarters with about forty
others, of all ages, colours, and conditions, all strangers to me. Of course nobody cared for
me…Robb met Riley, who had bought my mother, and offered to sell me to him cheap. Riley
said he was afraid "the little nigger would die;" but he agreed, finally, to pay a small sum for
me in horse-shoeing if I lived, and nothing if I died. Robb was a tavern-keeper, and owned a
line of stages with the horses, and lived near Montgomery Court House; Riley carried on
blacksmithing about five miles from that place. This clenched the bargain, and I was soon
sent to my mother. A blessed change it was. (145 words)
4. Slavery did its best to make me wretched, but, along with memories of miry cabins, frosted
feet, weary toil under the blazing sun, curses and blows, there flock in others, of jolly
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Christmas times, dances before old massa's door for the first drink of egg-nog, extra meat at
holiday times, midnight-visits to apple-orchards, broiling stray chickens, and first-rate tricks
to dodge work. (62 words)
5. I REMEMBER being torn from a dear and affectionate mother; I saw her tears and heard
her groans; I remember all the particulars. From a little boy up I have remembered my
mother; I remember what the prayers of my dear mother were; I have heard her pray for me;
for she was a good Christian woman before I was born; and I thank God that I was born of a
good Christian mother, a mother whose prayers fell on my ear. Of all earthly blessings there is
none can approach to a good mother. I remember her entreaties; I remember her prayers to
God for me. Blessed is the child, the son or daughter, that has the prayers of a mother. I
remember well the feeling that those prayers wrought upon my heart, though I was but a
boy. (139 words)
6. I retained my situation as overseer, together with the especial favour of my master, who
was pleased with saving the expense of a large salary for a white superintendent, and with
the superior crops I was able to raise for him. I will not deny that I used his property more
freely than he would have done himself, in supplying his people with better food; but if I
cheated him in this way, in small matters, it was unequivocally for his own benefit in more
important ones; and I accounted, with the strictest honesty, for every dollar I received in the
sale of the property entrusted to me. Gradually the disposal of everything raised on the farm,-the wheat, oats, hay, fruit, butter, and whatever else there might be,--was confided to me,
as it was quite evident that I could and did sell for better prices than any one else he could
employ, and he was quite incompetent to attend to the business himself. (165 words)
7. Freedom had ever been an object of my ambition, though no other means of obtaining it
had occurred to me but purchasing myself. I had never dreamed of running away. I had a
sentiment of honour on the subject. The duties of the slave to his master as appointed over
him in the Lord, I had ever heard urged by ministers and religious men. (64 words)
8. As I surveyed this scene, and listened to the groans and outcries of my afflicted
companions, my eyes were opened, and I lamented that I had prevented them from availing
themselves of the opportunity for acquiring freedom which offered itself at Cincinnati. I had
only thought of being faithful to my master's interests, and nothing of the welfare of the
slaves. Oh! what would I not have given to have had the chance offered once more! But now,
through me, were they doomed to wear out life miserably in the hot and pestilential climate
of the far south. Death would have been welcome to me in my agony. From that hour I saw
through, hated, and cursed the whole system of slavery. One absorbing purpose occupied my
soul--to gain freedom, self-assertion, and deliverance from the cruel caprices and fortunes of
dissolute tyrants. (143 words)
9. It was not long before Charlotte began to question me, with much excitement, how I had
raised the money. She evidently thought I had stolen it. Her opinion of my powers as a
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preacher was not exalted enough to permit her to believe I had gained it as I really did. I
contrived, however, to quiet her fears on this score. "But how are you going to raise enough
to pay the remainder of the thousand dollars?" "What thousand dollars?" "The thousand
dollars you are to give for your freedom." Oh, how those words smote me! At once I
suspected treachery. Again and again I questioned her as to what she had heard. She
persisted in repeating the same story as the substance of my master's letters. Master Amos
said I had paid three hundred and fifty dollars down, and when I had made up six hundred
and fifty more I was to have my free papers. I now began to perceive the trick that had been
played upon me, and to see the management by which Riley had contrived that the only
evidence of my freedom should be kept from every eye but that of his brother Amos, who was
requested to retain it until I had made up the balance I was reported to have agreed to pay.
(220 words)
10. The expectation of my fate, however, produced the degree of misery nearest to that of
despair, and it is in vain for me to attempt to describe the wretchedness I experienced as I
made ready to go on board the flat-boat. I had little preparation to make, to be sure; but
there was one thing that seemed to me important. I asked my wife to sew my manumissionpaper securely in a piece of cloth, and to sew that again round my person. I thought that its
possession might be the means of saving me yet, and I would not neglect anything that
offered the smallest chance of escape from the frightful servitude with which I was
threatened. (117 words)
11. Yes, the tables were utterly turned. He [Amos Riley, Jr.] entreated me to dispatch matters,
sell the flat-boat in which we had been living, and get him and his trunk, containing the
proceeds of the trip, on board the steamer as quickly as possible. I attended to all his
requests, and by twelve o'clock that day, he was in one of the cabins of the steamer
appropriated to sick passengers. O my God! how my heart sang jubilees of praise to Thee, as
the steamboat swung loose from the levee and breasted the mighty tide of the Mississippi?
Away from this land of bondage and death! Away from misery and despair! Once more
exulting hope possessed me, and I thought, if I do not now find my way to freedom, may God
never give me a chance again! (135 words)
12. Providence seemed to have interfered once to defeat the scheme, but I could not expect
such extraordinary circumstances to be repeated; and I was bound to do everything in my
power to secure myself and my family from the wicked conspiracy of Isaac and Amos Riley
against my life, as well as against my natural rights, and those which I had acquired, even
under the barbarous laws of slavery, by the money I had paid for myself. If Isaac had only
been honest enough to adhere to his bargain, I would have adhered to mine, and paid him all
I had promised. But his attempt to kidnap me again, after having pocketed three-fourths of
my market value, in my opinion, absolved me from all obligation to pay him any more, or to
continue in a position which exposed me to his machinations. (142 words)
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13. Canada was often spoken of as the only sure refuge from pursuit, and that blessed land
was now the desire of my longing heart. Infinite toils and perils lay between me and that
haven of promise, enough to daunt the stoutest heart; but the fire behind me was too hot and
fierce to let me pause to consider them. I knew the North Star--blessed be God for setting it in
the heavens! Like the Star of Bethlehem, it announced where my salvation lay. Could I follow
it through forest, and stream, and field, it would guide my feet in the way of hope. I thought
of it as my God-given guide to the land of promise far away beneath its light. (122 words)
14. I DID not find that our prosperity increased with our numbers. The mere delight the slaves
took in their freedom, rendered them, at first, contented with a lot far inferior to that to
which they might have attained. Their ignorance often led them to make unprofitable
bargains, and they would often hire wild land on short terms, and bind themselves to clear a
certain number of acres…I saw the effect of these things so clearly, that I could not help trying
to make my friends and neighbours see it too; and I set seriously about the business of
lecturing upon the subject of crops, wages, and profit, just as if I had been brought up to it. I
insisted on the necessity of their raising their own crops, saving their own wages, and
securing the profits of their own labour, using such plain arguments as occurred to me, and
were as clear to their comprehension as to mine…I urged the appropriation of the money to
the establishment of a manual-labour school, at which our children could gain those elements
of knowledge which are usually taught in a grammar-school. I urged that the boys should be
taught, in addition, the practice of some mechanical art, and the girls should be instructed in
those domestic arts which are the proper occupation and ornament of their sex; and that
such an establishment would not only train up those who would afterwards instruct others,
but that it would gradually enable us to become independent of the white man for our
intellectual progress, as we could be for our physical prosperity. (266 words)
15. I was a citizen of Canada, my boards were from Canada, and there was an apartment of
the building appropriated to Canadian products. I therefore insisted that my boards should be
removed from the American department to the Canadian..But among all the exhibitors from
every nation in Europe, and from Asia, America, and the Isles of the Sea, there was not a
single black man but myself. There were negroes there from Africa, brought to be exhibited,
but no negro-exhibitors but myself…In that immense exhibition, my humble contribution
received its due share of attention. I had many interesting conversations with individuals
among that almost innumerable multitude from every nation under heaven. Perhaps my
complexion attracted attention, but nearly all who passed, paused to look at me, and at
themselves, as reflected in my large black walnut mirrors…Among others, the Queen of
England, Victoria, preceded by her guide, and attended by her cortége, paused to view me
and my property. I uncovered my head and saluted her as respectfully as I could, and she was
pleased with perfect grace to return my salutation. "Is he indeed a fugitive slave?" I heard her
inquire; and the answer was, "He is indeed, and that is his work." (204 words)
16. I then and there resolved in my own mind, that as soon as I returned to America, I would
make every possible effort to secure to my brother the blessed freedom I enjoyed. Slavery had
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no power to eradicate the social ties that bound the different members of a family together,
and though families were often torn asunder, yet memory generally kept the affections warm
and abiding. (67 words)
17. Bryce Litton, who broke my arm and maimed me for life, would stand very well for Mrs.
[Harriet Beecher] Stowe's cruel Legree. Litton was the most tyrannical, barbarous man I ever
saw, and I have good reason to know that his revengeful and malicious spirit would have led
him to perform the most cruel acts. He lived a miserable life, like a hog, and died like a dog a
few years after I left that part of the country. He was universally detested even among
slaveholders, for when an overseer far exceeded the bounds of what they termed humanity,
he was a marked man, his society was avoided, and his career was by no means a pleasant
one. Even slaveholders, like thieves, [not printed] ad a certain code of honour. (128 words)
18. I have now seven living children. My eldest son, Tom, went to California, and I think was
killed in the civil war, for I have not heard from him since he enlisted. Isaac, my second son,
was a clever and godly lad. He was educated in a school in London for many years through
the kindness of my London friends. He married, was ordained as a Wesleyan minister, and
preached for about fifteen years. He died when only thirty-seven, and was universally
beloved. My third son, Josiah, was very anxious to learn the shoemaker's trade, but I
persuaded him to help me on my farm… "I am determined now to have my own way, father;
I've tried to stick to the farm, but I can't do so any longer; I know I can make my way." He left
Canada, and went to Jackson, Michigan, where there was a great prejudice against
employing coloured young men in the shoe-business. He found an English boot and shoemaker there who agreed to teach him. He was bound to him for two years…At the end of the
two years his master said to me, "Young Josiah Henson is a clever fellow. He can make as
good a boot as his master." My son then went to Adrian, where there was an anti-slavery
college. He bought a couple of lots of ground in time. He worked at his trade during the
winter, and in the spring went out to do lathing, plastering, and hanging paper in the houses
of some of the best people. He was very fond of horticulture, and has cultivated a great
variety of fruit trees. He has continued to do well, and now has property worth several
thousand dollars. My fourth son, Peter, is a farmer, looks after my farm, and stays with me.
My four daughters are married; all of them can read and write very well, and one of them has
been educated for two years in Oberlin. (329 words)
19. Fifty long years! since the day when I left the master's house to return to my family in
Kentucky,…I did not know that I should even find the young mistress whose grasping nature
had caused me so much trouble in those early years. But I did almost unconsciously expect to
see the old place somewhat as I had left it. Notwithstanding all I had heard of the great
alterations which had taken place, since coming South, I still pictured to myself the great
fertile plantation, with its throngs of busy labourers sowing the seed, tilling the ground, and
reaping the valuable harvests as of yore. I saw the "great house," well furnished and
sheltering a happy, luxurious, and idle family; I saw the outdoor kitchen, where the coloured
cook and her young maids prepared and carried the dinners into the house; I saw the barns
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and storehouses bursting with plenty; the great cellars filled with casks of cider, applebrandy, and fruit; and plainer than all I saw the little village of huts called the niggers'
quarters, which used to be so full of life, and alas! so full of sorrow. The old place is situated in
Montgomery County, Maryland, about twelve miles from Washington, and four from
Rockville. Long before we reached the house where my old master used to live, I saw that it
was indeed another land from that of my boyhood. The once great plantation is now but a
wilderness; the most desolate, demoralised place one can imagine. (251 words)
Possible Henson Memoir Excerpts for “Compare the Books” Activity
Here are some suggestions provided by M-NCPPC (quotes from the 1849 edition Stowe
referenced, and updated info found in 1881 edition). The longer excerpts would need to be
edited down.
1.
UTC: “…Tom is a good, steady, sensible, pious fellow. He got religion at a camp-meeting, four
years ago; and I believe he really did get it. I’ve trusted him, since then, with everything I
have,- money, house, horse,-and let him come and go round the country; and I always found
him true and square in everything.”
JH:
* Previous to my attaining this important station, however, an incident occurred of so
powerful an influence on my intellectual development, my prospect of improvement in
character, as well as condition, my chance of religious culture, and in short, on my whole
nature, body and soul, that it deserves especial notice and commemoration. There was a
person living at Georgetown, a few miles only from R's plantation, whose business was that
of a baker, and whose character was that of an upright, benevolent, Christian man. He was
noted especially for his detestation of slavery, and his resolute avoidance of the employment
of slave labor in his business. He would not even hire a slave, the price of whose toil must be
paid to his master, but contented himself with the work of his own hands, and with such free
labor as he could procure. His reputation was high, not only for this almost singular
abstinence from what no one about him thought wrong, but for his general probity and
excellence. This man occasionally served as a minister of the Gospel, and preached in a
neighborhood where preachers were somewhat rare at that period. One Sunday when he was
to officiate in this way, at a place three or four miles distant, my mother persuaded me to ask
master's leave to go and hear him; and although such permission was not given freely or
often, yet his favor to me was shown for this once by allowing me to go, without much
scolding, but not without a pretty distinct intimation of what would befall me, if I did not
return immediately after the close of the service. I hurried off, pleased with the opportunity,
but without any definite expectations of benefit or amusement; for up to this period of my
life, and I was then eighteen years old, I had never heard a sermon, nor any discourse or
conversation whatever, upon religious topics, except what had been impressed upon me by
my mother, of the responsibility of all to a Supreme Being. When I arrived at the place of
meeting, the services were so far advanced that the speaker was just beginning his discourse,
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from the text, Hebrews ii. 9; "That he, by the grace of God, should taste of death for every
man." This was the first text of the Bible to which I had ever listened, knowing it to be such. I
have never forgotten it, and scarce a day has passed since, in which I have not recalled it, and
the sermon that was preached from it. The divine character of Jesus Christ, his life and
teachings, his sacrifice of himself for others, his death and resurrection were all alluded to,
and some of the points were dwelt upon with great power,--great, at least, to me, who heard
of these things for the first time in my life. I was wonderfully impressed, too, with the use
which the preacher made of the last words of the text, "for every man." (1849)
*"Now, my son, I want you to go and ask master to let you go down and hear Mr. McKenny
preach." I said to my mother: "I do not want to go; I am afraid he will beat me." She said: "Go
and ask him." I turned round, like many other boys and said I would not go. She was standing
against a rail; she dropped her head down and shed a tear. I stood and looked at her and was
touched at her sorrow. I said: "I will go, mother." She said: "That is right." I went up to the
house, and just before I got to the door, master saw my shadow. He turned round and asked
what I wanted. I said; "I want to ask you if I can go to the meeting." "Where?" "Down at
Newport Mill." "Who is going to preach?" "Mr. McKenny." "What do you want to hear him
preach for?" Here I was in a difficulty; I did not know what I wanted to go for, and I told him
so. "What good will it do for you?" Here I was at another point. "Who put that into your
head?" There was another thing; I did not want to get my poor old mother into trouble. But
she had always told me to tell the truth. So I answered: "My mother." "Ah," said he, "I
thought it was your mother. I suppose she wants to have you spoilt. When will you come
back?" "As soon as meeting is over." Well, I went to the meeting, I heard the preacher, but I
could not see him. They would not let niggers go into the meeting. I went all round the house;
I could hear him, and at last I got in front of the door. I saw him with his hands raised, looking
up to heaven, and he said, with emphasis: "Jesus Christ, the Son of God, tasted death for
every man; for the high, for the low, for the rich, for the poor, the bond, the free, the negro in
his chains, the man in gold and diamonds." His heart was filled with the love of Christ, and by
the power of the Spirit of God he preached a universal salvation through Jesus Christ. I stood
and heard it. It touched my heart, and I cried out: "I wonder if Jesus Christ died for me." And
then I wondered what could have induced Him to die for me. I was then eighteen years old, I
had never heard a sermon, nor any conversation whatever, upon religious topics, except what
I had heard from my mother, on the responsibility of all to a Supreme Being. This was Heb. ii.
9, the first text of the Bible to which I had ever listened, knowing it to be such. have never
forgotten it, and scarcely a day has passed since, in which I have not recalled it, and the
sermon that was preached from it. (1881)
*After a time, however, continual dissipation was more than a match for domestic saving. My
master fell into difficulty, and from difficulty into a lawsuit with a brother-in-law, who
charged him with dishonest mismanagement of property confided to him in trust. The lawsuit
was protracted enough to cause his ruin, of itself. He used every resource to stave off the
inevitable result, but at length saw no means of relief but removal to another State. He often
came to my cabin to pass the evening in lamentations over his misfortune, in cursing his
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brother-in-law, and in asking my advice and assistance. The first time he ever intimated to me
his ultimate project, he said he was ruined, that every thing was gone, that there was but one
resource, and that depended upon me. "How can that be, master?" said I, in astonishment.
Before he would explain himself, however, he begged me to promise to do what he should
propose, well knowing, from his past experience of my character, that I should hold myself
bound by such promise to do all that it implied, if it were within the limits of possibility.
Solicited in this way, with urgency and tears, by the man whom I had so zealously served for
twenty years, and who now seemed absolutely dependent upon his slave,-- impelled, too, by
the fear which he skilfully awakened, that the sheriff would seize every one who belonged to
him, and that all would be separated, or perhaps sold to go to Georgia, or Louisiana--an
object of perpetual dread to the slave of the more northern States--I consented, and promised
faithfully to do all I could to save him from the fate impending over him. He then told me I
must take his slaves to his brother, in Kentucky. In vain I represented to him that I had never
travelled a day's journey from his plantation, and knew nothing of the way, or the means of
getting to Kentucky. He insisted that such a smart fellow as I could travel anywhere, he
promised to give me all necessary instructions, and urged that this was the only course by
which he could be saved. The result was, that I agreed to undertake the enterprise--certainly
no light one for me, as it could scarcely be considered for even an experienced manager.
There were eighteen negroes, besides my wife, two children, and myself, to transport nearly a
thousand miles, through a country I knew nothing about, and in winter time, for we started in
the month of February, 1825. My master proposed to follow me in a few months, and
establish himself in Kentucky. He furnished me with a small sum of money, and some
provisions; and I bought a one-horse wagon, to carry them, and to give the women and
children a lift now and then, and the rest of us were to trudge on foot. Fortunately for the
success of the undertaking, these people had been long under my direction, and were
devotedly attached to me for the many alleviations I had afforded to their miserable
condition, the comforts I had procured them, and the consideration which I had always
manifested for them. (1849)
* One night in the month of January, long after I had fallen asleep, he came into my cabin and
waked me up. I thought it strange, but for a time he said nothing, and sat moodily warming
himself at the fire. Then he began to groan and wring his hands. "Sick, massa?" said I. He
made no reply, but kept on moaning. "Can't I help you any way, massa?" I spoke tenderly, for
my heart was full of compassion at his wretched appearance. At last, collecting himself, he
cried, "Oh, Sie! I'm ruined, ruined, ruined!" "How so, massa?" "They've got judgment against
me, and in less than two weeks every nigger I've got will be put up and sold." Then he burst
into a storm of curses at his brother-in-law. I sat silent, powerless to utter a word. Pity for him
and terror at the anticipation of my own family's future fate filled my heart. "And now, Sie,"
he continued, "there's only one way I can save anything. You can do it; won't you, won't
you?" In his distress he rose and actually threw his arms around me. Misery had levelled all
distinctions. "If I can do it, massa, I will. What is it?" Without replying he went on, "Won't
you, won't you? I raised you, Sie; I made you overseer; I know I have abused you, Sie, but I
didn't mean it." Still he avoided telling me what he wanted. "Promise me you'll do it, boy." He
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seemed resolutely bent on having my promise first, well knowing from past experience, that
what I agreed to do I spared no pains to accomplish. Solicited in this way, with urgency and
tears, by the man whom I had so zealously served for over thirty years, and who now seemed
absolutely dependent upon his slave; impelled, too, by the fear which he skilfully awakened,
that the sheriff would seize every one who belonged to him, and that all would be separated,
or perhaps sold to go to Georgia, or Louisiana--an object of perpetual dread to the slave of
the more northern States--I consented, and promised faithfully to do all I could to save him
from the fate impending over him.
At last the proposition came. "I want you to run away, Sie, to my brother Amos in Kentucky,
and take all the servants along with you." I could not have been more startled had he asked
me to go to the moon. "Kentucky, massa? Kentucky? I don't know the way." "Oh, it's easy
enough for a smart fellow like you to find it; I'll give you a pass and tell you just what to do."
Perceiving that I hesitated, he endeavoured to frighten me by again referring to the terrors of
being sold and taken to Georgia.
For two or three hours he continued to urge the undertaking, appealing to my pride, my
sympathies, and my fears, and at last, appalling as it seemed, I told him I would do my best.
There were eighteen negroes, besides my wife, two children, and myself to transport nearly a
thousand miles, through a country about which I knew nothing, and in mid-winter, for it was
the month of February, 1825. My master proposed to follow me in a few months, and
establish himself in Kentucky.
2.
UTC: “"Well, Tom's got the real article, if ever a fellow had," rejoined the other. "Why, last
fall, I let him go to Cincinnati alone, to do business for me, and bring home five hundred
dollars. 'Tom,' says I to him, 'I trust you, because I think you're a Christian—I know you
wouldn't cheat.' Tom comes back, sure enough; I knew he would. Some low fellows, they say,
said to him— Tom, why don’t you make tracks for Canada? ‘Ah, master trusted me, and I
couldn’t, - they told me about it.” (we could add more of the dialogue here from Uncle Tom’s
Cabin)
JH:
*In passing along the State of Ohio, we were frequently told that we were free, if we chose to
be so. At Cincinnati, especially, the colored people gathered round us, and urged us with
much importunity to remain with them; told us it was folly to go on; and in short used all the
arguments now so familiar to induce slaves to quit their masters. My companions probably
had little perception of the nature of the boon that was offered to them, and were willing to
do just as I told them, without a wish to judge for themselves. Not so with me. From my
earliest recollection, freedom had been the object of my ambition, a constant motive to
exertion, an ever-present stimulus to gain and to save. No other means of obtaining it,
however, had occurred to me, but purchasing myself of my master. The idea of running away
was not one that I had ever indulged. I had a sentiment of honor on the subject, or what I
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thought such, which I would not have violated even for freedom; and every cent which I had
ever felt entitled to call my own, had been treasured up for this great purpose, till I had
accumulated between thirty and forty dollars. Now was offered to me an opportunity I had
not anticipated. I might liberate my family, my companions, and myself, without the smallest
risk, and without injustice to any individual, except one whom we had none of us any reason
to love, who had been guilty of cruelty and oppression to us all for many years, and who had
never shown the smallest symptom of sympathy with us, or with any one in our condition. But
I need not make the exception. There would have been no injustice to R. himself--it would
have been a retribution which might be called righteous--if I had availed myself of the
opportunity thus thrust suddenly upon me.
But it was a punishment which it was not for me to inflict. I had promised that man to take
his property to Kentucky, and deposit it with his brother; and this, and this only, I resolved to
do. I left Cincinnati before night, though I had intended to remain there, and encamped with
my entire party a few miles below the city. What advantages I may have lost, by thus
throwing away an opportunity of obtaining freedom, I know not; but the perception of my
own strength of character, the feeling of integrity, the sentiment of high honor, I have
experienced,--these advantages I do know, and prize; and would not lose them, nor the
recollection of having attained them, for all that I can imagine to have resulted from an
earlier release from bondage. I have often had painful doubts as to the propriety of my
carrying so many other individuals into slavery again, and my consoling reflection has been,
that I acted as I thought at the time was best. (1849)
*A new and unexpected trouble now assailed me. On passing along the Ohio shore, we were
repeatedly told by persons conversing with us that we were no longer slaves but free men, if
we chose to be so. At Cincinnati, especially, crowds of coloured people gathered round us,
and insisted on our remaining with them. They told us we were fools to think of going on and
surrendering ourselves up to a new owner; that now we could be our own masters, and put
ourselves out of all reach of pursuit. I saw that the people under me were getting much
excited. Divided counsels and signs of insubordination began to manifest themselves. I began,
too, to feel my own resolution giving way. Freedom had ever been an object of my ambition,
though no other means of obtaining it had occurred to me but purchasing myself. I had never
dreamed of running away. I had a sentiment of honour on the subject. The duties of the slave
to his master as appointed over him in the Lord, I had ever heard urged by ministers and
religious men. Entrancing as the ideas were, that the coast was clear for a run for freedom,
that I might liberate my companions, might carry off my wife and children, and some day
own a house and land, and be no longer despised and abused, still my notions of right were
against it. I had promised my master to take his property to Kentucky, and deposit it with his
brother Amos. Pride, too, came in to confirm me. I had undertaken a great thing; my vanity
had been flattered all along the road by hearing myself praised; I thought it would be a
feather in my cap to carry it through thoroughly, and had often painted the scene in my
imagination of the final surrender of my charge to Master Amos, and the immense
admiration and respect with which he would regard me. (1881)
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3.
UTC: “Tom regarded his gay, airy, handsome young master with an odd mixture of fealty,
reverence, and fatherly solicitude. That he never read the Bible; never went to church; that
he jested and made free with any and every thing that came in the way of his wit; that he
spent his Sunday evenings at the opera or theatre; that he went to wine parties, and clubs,
and suppers, oftener than was at all expedient,— were all things that Tom could see plainly
as anybody, and on which he based a conviction that ‘Mas’r wasn’t a Christian;” – a
conviction, however, which he would have been very slow to express to any one else, but on
which he founded many prayers, in his own simple fashion, when he was by himself in his
little dormitory.”
JH:
*The character of R., the master whom I faithfully served for many years, is by no means an
uncommon one in any part of the world; but it is to be regretted that a domestic institution
should anywhere put it in the power of such a one to tyrannize over his fellow beings, and
inflict so much needless misery as is sure to be produced by such a man in such a position.
Coarse and vulgar in his habits, unprincipled and cruel in his general deportment, and
especially addicted to the vice of licentiousness, his slaves had little opportunity for relaxation
from wearying labor, were supplied with the scantiest means of sustaining their toil by
necessary food, and had no security for personal rights.(1849)
*I had no reason to think highly of his moral character, but it was my duty to be faithful to
him, in the position in which he placed me; and I can boldly declare, before God and man,
that I was so. I forgave him the causeless blows and injuries he had inflicted on me in
childhood and youth, and was proud of the favor he now showed me, and of the character
and reputation I had earned by strenuous and persevering efforts. (1849)
* I felt sure that if "Massa Riley" only knew Him, he would not live such a coarse, wicked,
cruel life. Swallowed up in the beauty of the divine love, I "loved my enemies, and prayed for
them that did despitefully use and entreat me." (1881)
4.
UTC: “St. Clare was invited out to a convivial party of choice spirits, and was helped home,
between one and two o’clock at night, in a condition when the physical had decidedly
attained the upper hand of the intellectual. Tom and Adolph assisted to get him composed
for the night, the latter in high spirits, evidently regarding the matter as a good joke, and
laughing heartily at the rusticity of Tom’s horror,
who really was simple enough to lie awake most of the rest of the night, praying for his
young master.”
JH: My master's habits were such as were common enough among the dissipated planters of
the neighborhood; and one of their frequent practices was, to assemble on Saturday or
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Sunday, which were their holidays, and gamble, run horses, or fight game-cocks, discuss
politics, and drink whiskey, and brandy and water, all day long. Perfectly aware that they
would not be able to find their own way home at night, each one ordered a slave, his
particular attendant, to come after him and help him home. I was chosen for this confidential
duty by my master; and many is the time I have held him on his horse, when he could not hold
himself in the saddle, and walked by his side in darkness and mud from the tavern to his
house. Of course, quarrels and brawls of the most violent description were frequent
consequences of these meetings, and whenever they became especially dangerous, and
glasses were thrown, dirks drawn, and pistols fired, it was the duty of the slaves to rush in,
and each one was to drag his master from the fight, and carry him home. To tell the truth,
this was a part of my business for which I felt no reluctance. I was young, remarkably athletic
and self-relying, and in such affrays I carried it with a high hand, and would elbow my way
among the whites, whom it would have been almost death for me to strike, seize my master,
and drag him out, mount him on his horse, or crowd him into his buggy, with the ease with
which I would handle a bag of corn, and at the same time with the pride of conscious
superiority, and the kindness inspired by performing an act of benevolence. I knew I was
doing for him what he could not do for himself, and showing my superiority to others, and
acquiring their respect in some degree, at the same time. (1849)
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5.
UTC: “These two colored men were the principal hands of the plantation. Legree had trained
them in savageness in hardness and cruelty, brought their whole nature to about the same
range of capacities. It is a common remark… that the negro overseer is always more
tyrannical and cruel than the white one.”
JH: I was much more easily moved to compassion and sympathy than he was; and one of the
means I took to gain the good-will of my fellow sufferers, was by taking from him some things
that he did not give, in part payment of my extra labor. The condition of the male slave is bad
enough, Heaven knows; but that of the female, compelled to perform unfit labor, sick,
suffering, and bearing the burdens of her own sex unpitied and unaided, as well as the toils
which belong to the other, has often oppressed me with a load of sympathy. And sometimes,
when I have seen them starved, and miserable, and unable to help themselves, I have helped
them to some of the comforts which they were denied by him who owned them, and which
my companions had not the wit or the daring to procure. Meat was not a part of our regular
food; but my master had plenty of sheep and pigs, and sometimes I have picked out the best
one I could find in the flock, or the drove, carried it a mile or two into the woods, slaughtered
it, cut it up, and distributed it among the poor creatures, to whom it was at once food, luxury,
and medicine. Was this wrong? I can only say that, at this distance of time, my conscience
does not reproach me for it, and that then I esteemed it among the best of my deeds.(1849)
6.
UTC:
“Tom, wouldn’t you like your liberty?”
“I shall have it, Misse, in God’s time,” said Tom, “Ay, but you may have it tonight,” said Casey,
with a flash of sudden energy. “Come on.” Tom hesitated.
“Come!” said she, in a whisper, fixing her black eyes on him. “Come along! He’s asleep –
sound. I put enough into his brandy to keep him so. I wish I’d had more, -- I shouldn’t have
wanted you. But come, the back door is unlocked; there’s an axe there, I put it there, - his
room door is open; I’ll show you the way. I’d a done it myself, only my arms are so weak.
Come along!”
“Not for ten thousand worlds, Misse!” said Tom, firmly, stopping and holding her back, as
she was pressing forward…”No!” said Tom, firmly. “No! good never comes of wickedness. I’d
sooner chop my right hand off.”
JH
* One dark, rainy night, within a few days of New Orleans, my hour seemed to have come. I
was alone on the deck; Mr. Amos and the hands were all asleep below, and I crept down
noiselessly, got hold of an axe, entered the cabin, and looking by the aid of the dim light there
for my victims, my eye fell upon Master Amos, who was nearest to me; my hand slid along
the axe-handle, I raised it to strike the fatal blow,--when suddenly the thought came to me,
"What! commit murder! and you a Christian?" I had not called it murder before. It was selfdefence,--it was preventing others from murdering me,--it was justifiable, it was even
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praiseworthy. But now, all at once, the truth burst upon me that it was a crime. I was going to
kill a young man, who had done nothing to injure me, but obey commands which he could not
resist; I was about to lose the fruit of all my efforts at self-improvement, he character I had
acquired, and the peace of mind which had never deserted me. All this came upon me
instantly, and with a distinctness which made me almost think I heard it whispered in my ear;
and I believe I even turned my head to listen. I shrunk back, laid down the axe, crept up on
deck again, and thanked God, as I have done every day since, that I had not committed
murder. (1849)
7.
UTC: It was but a moment. There was one hesitating pause,—one irresolute, relenting
thrill,—and the spirit of evil came back, with seven-fold vehemence; and Legree, foaming
with rage, smote his victim to the ground… Tom had been lying two days since the fatal
night, not suffering, for every nerve of suffering was blunted and destroyed.
He lay, for the most part, in a quiet stupor; for the laws of a powerful and well-knit frame
would not at once release the imprisoned spirit. By stealth, there had been there, in the
darkness of the night, poor desolated creatures, who stole from their scanty hours' rest, that
they might repay to him some of those ministrations of love in which he had always been so
abundant. Truly, those poor disciples had little to give,—only the cup of cold water; but it
was given with full hearts…
"You shan't die! you mustn't die, nor think of it! I've come to buy you, and take you home,"
said George, with impetuous vehemence.
"O, Mas'r George, ye're too late. The Lord's bought me, and is going to take me home,—and I
long to go. Heaven is better than Kintuck."…
George sat fixed with solemn awe. It seemed to him that the place was holy; and, as he
closed the lifeless eyes, and rose up from the dead, only one thought possessed him,—that
expressed by his simple old friend,—"What a thing it is to be a Christian!"
JH: On one of these occasions, my master got into a quarrel with his brother's overseer, who
was one of the party, and in rescuing the former, I suppose I was a little more rough with the
latter than usual. I remember his falling upon the floor, and very likely it was from the effects
of a push from me, or a movement of my elbow. He attributed his fall to me, rather than to
the whiskey he had drunk, and treasured up his vengeance for the first favorable opportunity.
About a week afterwards, I was sent by my master to a place a few miles distant, on
horseback, with some letters. I took a short cut through a lane, separated by gates from the
high road, and bounded by a fence on each side. This lane passed through some of the farm
owned by my master's brother, and his overseer was in the adjoining field, with three
negroes, when I went by. On my return, a half an hour afterwards, the overseer was sitting on
the fence; but I could see nothing of the black fellows. I rode on, utterly unsuspicious of any
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trouble, but as I approached, he jumped off the fence, and at the same moment two of the
negroes sprung up from under the bushes, where they had been concealed, and stood with
him, immediately in front of me; while the third sprang over the fence just behind me. I was
thus enclosed between what I could no longer doubt were hostile forces. The overseer seized
my horse's bridle, and ordered me to alight, in the usual elegant phraseology used by such
men to slaves. I asked what I was to alight for. "To take the cursedest flogging you ever had
in your life, you d--d black scoundrel." "But what am I to be flogged for, Mr. L.," I asked. "Not
a word," said he, "but 'light at once, and take off your jacket." I saw there was nothing else to
be done, and slipped off the horse on the opposite side from him. "Now take off your shirt,"
cried he; and as I demurred at this, he lifted a stick he had in his hand to strike me, but so
suddenly and violently, that he frightened the horse, which broke away from him, and ran
home. I was thus left without means of escape, to sustain the attacks of four men, as well as I
might. In avoiding Mr. L.'s blow, I had accidentally got into a corner of the fence, where I
could not be approached except in front. The overseer called upon the negroes to seize me;
but they, knowing something of my physical power, were rather slow to obey. At length they
did their best, and as they brought themselves within my reach, I knocked them down
successively; and one of them trying to trip up my feet when he was down, I gave him a kick
with my heavy shoe, which knocked out several of his front teeth, and sent him groaning
away. Meanwhile, the cowardly overseer was availing himself of every opportunity to hit me
over the head with his stick, which was not heavy enough to knock me down, though it drew
blood freely. At length, tired of the length of the affray, he seized a stake, six or seven feet
long, from the fence, and struck at me with his whole strength. In attempting to ward off the
blow, my right arm was broken, and I was brought to the ground; where repeated blows
broke both my shoulder blades, and made the blood gush from my mouth copiously. The two
blacks begged him not to murder me, and he just left me as I was, telling me to learn what it
was to strike a white man... It may be supposed it was not done without some suffering on
my part; as, besides my broken arm and the wounds on my head, I could feel and hear the
pieces of my shoulder-blades grate against each other with every breath. No physician or
surgeon was called to dress my wounds, and I never knew one to be called to a slave upon
R.'s estate, on any occasion whatever, and have no knowledge of such a thing being done on
any estate in the neighborhood. I was attended, if it may be called attendance, by my
master's sister, who had some reputation in such affairs; and she splintered my arm, and
bound up my back as well as she knew how, and nature did the rest. It was five months
before I could work at all, and the first time I tried to plough, a hard knock of the colter
against a stone, shattered my shoulder-blades again, and gave me even greater agony than
at first. I have been unable to raise my hands to my head from that day to this. (1849)
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8.
UTC:
“I have not, as yet, said to you what I think of this most atrocious affair, - this is not the time
and place. But sir, this innocent blood shall have justice. I will proclaim this murder. I will go
to the very first magistrate, and expose you.”
“Do!” said Legree, snapping his fingers, scornfully. “I’d like to see you doing it. Where you
going to get witnesses? – how are you going to prove it? – Come now.
George saw, at once, the force of this defiance. There was not a white person on the place;
and, in all southern courts, the testimony of colored blood is nothing. He felt, at that
moment, as if he could have rent the heavens with his heart’s indignant cry for justice; but in
vain.”
JH:
*My master prosecuted Mr. L. for abusing and maiming his slave; and when the case was
tried before the magistrate, he made a statement of the facts as I have here related them.
When Mr. L. was called upon to say why he should not be fined for the offence, he simply
stated, without being put on oath, that he had acted in self-defence; that I had assaulted him;
and that nothing had saved him from being killed on the spot by so stout a fellow, but the
fortunate circumstance that his three negroes were within call. The result was, that my
master paid all the costs of court. He had the satisfaction of calling Mr. L. a liar and
scoundrel, and, afterwards, of beating him in a very thorough manner, for which he had also
to pay a fine and costs. (1849)
*I told him Bryce Litton had been beating me, because he said I shoved him the other night at
the tavern, when they had a fuss. Seeing how much I was injured, he became still more
fearfully mad; and after having me carried home, mounted his horse and rode over to
Montgomery Court House to enter a complaint. Little good came of it. Litton swore that when
he spoke to me in the lane I "sassed" him, jumped off my horse, attacked him, and would
have killed him but for the help of his negroes. Of course no negro's testimony was admitted
against a white man, and he was acquitted. My master was obliged to pay all the costs of
court; and although he had the satisfaction of calling Litton a liar and scoundrel, and giving
him a tremendous bruising, still even this partial compensation was rendered less gratifying
by what followed, which was a suit for damages and a heavy fine. (1881)
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AV5 Slave Voices (EP-08-400)
M-NCPPC will confirm these excerpts as final selections and can help advise on the single line of intro
narration for them
1. “After putting my horse in the stable I retired to the kitchen, where my master told me I was to
sleep for the night. Oh, how different from my accommodations in the free States, for the last three
months, was that crowded room, with its earth-floor, its filth and stench! I looked around me with a
sensation of disgust. The negroes present were strangers to me. I found my mother had died during
my absence, and every tie which had ever connected me with the place was broken. Full of gloomy
reflections at my loneliness, and the poverty-stricken aspect of the whole farm, I sat down, and while
my companions were snoring in unconsciousness, I kept awake, thinking how I could escape from the
accursed spot.” Josiah Henson, MD (conditions)
2. “She’d give the cook jes’ so much meal to make bread fum an’ effen she burnt it, she’d be scared to
death ‘cause they’d whup her. I ‘member plenty of times the cook ask say, ‘Marsa please ‘scuse dis
bread, hits a little too brown.’ Yessir! Beat the devil out ‘er if she burn dat bread.” Emily Sparks, VA
(work, violence)
3. “Before he [the master] commenced whipping Aunt Hester, he took her into the kitchen, and
stripped her from neck to waist, leaving her neck, shoulders, and back, entirely naked. He then told
her to cross her hands, calling her at the same time a d--d b--h. After crossing her hands, he tied them
with a strong rope, and led her to a stool under a large hook in the joist, put in for the purpose. He
made her get upon the stool, and tied her hands to the hook. She now stood fair for his infernal
purpose. Her arms were stretched up at their full length, so that she stood upon the ends of her toes.
He then said to her, "Now, you d--d b--h, I'll learn you how to disobey my orders!" and after rolling up
his sleeves, be commenced to lay on the heavy cowskin, and soon the warm, red blood (amid heartrending shrieks from her, and horrid oaths from him) came dripping to the floor.” Frederick Douglass,
MD (violence – will need to discuss whether this is appropriate for 4th-5th graders)
4. “Mother was the cook at the Howard House; she was permitted to keep me with her…I remember
eating out of the skillets, pots and pans, after she had fried chicken, game or baked in them, always
leaving something for me. When I grew larger and older I can recall how I used to carry wood in the
kitchen, empty the rinds of potatoes, the leaves of cabbage and the leaves and tops of other plants.”
Tom Randall, MD (children’s work)
5. “My mother always believed in doctorin’ with herbs, and I’ve kept it up, some. For coughs I boil
hoarhound, add sugar, and cook it down to a syrup; they ain’t nothin’ in drug stores no better for
coughs…Mama use to make all we child’en wear buttons of garlic around our necks for worms. Papa
made a salve out’n catnip, tansy, and sage that we use to sell for rheumatism. He boiled the herbs
together, added lard, turpentine, and salts, then cooked the mixture down till all the water was out.
The first Papa used it on himself, he was on crutches. Fifteen minutes after anointin’ his feet with his
salve he was walkin.’” Ethel Vassar, VA (use of herbs in homemade medicines for medicinal
purposes)
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6. “All of the cooking was supervised by mother, and the table was waited on by Uncle Billie, dressed
in a uniform, decorated with brass buttons, braid and a fancy vest, his hands incased in white gloves. I
can see him now, standing at the door, after he had rung the bell. When the family and guests came
in he took his position behind Mr. Davidson ready to serve or to pass the plates, after they had been
decorated with meats, fowl or whatever was to be eaten by the family or guest.” Caroline Hammond,
MD (house labor, as opposed to field labor which is addressed extensively in the exhibits; also
explains how food prepared by the enslaved cook makes its way into a master’s home and its
presentation)

AV 6: Hansbrough Oral History (3EP-03-200)
M-NCPPC will provide a digital audio copy of the oral history. Below are initial excerpt suggestions by
M-NCPPC.
10/5/2006
Log kitchen “I eaten many a meals back there.”
“I remember that Front porch, and then you went around to the another porch on the side, and then
the log cabin was in the back, the kitchen was in the back of there.”
“Rosa Berry lived in Rockville, Dora Counselman was in Bethesda, and they were all brought up [in
the] Bethesda home place.”
“I can remember a spring…underground, the best water I can remember that water geez…no running
water in the house so we had to get water from that spring.”
“Separate, you had to go up the steps to go up into the other main part of the house…outside, you
went out of the log cabin and up the steps onto the porch…came right into here [study]. That makes
sense, don’t it?”
“Plain country living, I mean country.”
“There were always such beautiful lilac bushes around the place…around front porch.”
From the Riley House, did you see any other houses nearby? “No, nothing…off Old Georgetown
Road.”
“Homeplace…That is what we always referred to it, the Homeplace.”
8/31/2007
“When you came out of the kitchen, or the log cabin then you went up some steps on to a
porch…into the sitting room.”
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“There’s a barn, I think, at the end of the driveway, the driveway was on the side of the house, and
that driveway went back to the barn.”
“Barn was way out, a good walk down the driveway.”
“Just a large typical barn… I guess it was right large.”
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7/ Sample Artist/ Illustrator Contract between the Commission and the
Contractor
ARTISIT SERVICES AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT (This “Agreement”) is made and shall be effective as of the
day of
, by and between the ____________ (“Artist”), of TOWN, STATE and _________ (“CONTRACTOR”),
TOWN, STATE with regard to the creation of custom illustrations for the Maryland-National Capital
Park and Planning Commission (“the Commission”), Josiah Henson Park (“Project”). This Agreement
shall be guided by and follow the terms of the base contract between the Contractor and MarylandNational Capital Park and Planning Commission,.
1. Artist Services
Artist agrees to provide [ # ] unique custom illustrations for inclusion in the new Josiah Henson
exhibit at the Josiah Henson Park. The artwork will be created collaboratively with the Contractor
and the Commission in a three-step iterative process. These illustrations and process are detailed
below:
1.1 Illustrations
[DESCRIPTION/SCOPE]
1.2 Iterative Process
The illustrations will be created in a three-step iterative process with collaborative
input from Contractor and the Commission as follows:
•

Initial sketch followed by Contractor and Commission review and input

•

Black and white renderings followed by Contractor and Commission review and input

•

Final illustrations

All material changes to the scope of services to be provided by Artist hereunder shall be
mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties and may include adjustments to the fee structure
set forth below in paragraph 4.
2. Contractor Services
Contractor agrees to cooperate with Artist by providing such information and data as may be
reasonably required by Artist in connection with the timely performance of its obligations hereunder,
including such items as:
2.1 Timely review and approval of work-in-process and other deliverables.
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2.2 Availability by appropriate Contractor and Commission team members for ongoing
discussions, via phone, web meeting, email, and fax as the illustrations are being
developed.
2.3 Provision of all illustration reference related material for creation of the artwork. Reference
materials will be based on materials provided by the Commission and will include imagery,
descriptions, website links, and other information necessary for the items to be drawn.
3. Project Schedule
Artist and Contractor will mutually agree to a Project schedule established at the project outset
and attached as Schedule B. All deliverables and products due by the Artist will be due at the end
of business of each due date outlined in the project schedule.
4. Project Fee
Contractor agrees to pay Artist $( ] for the illustrations described in entirety in paragraph 1. Artist
invoices are subject to the approval of the Contractor and are paid based on the contract billing
schedule with the Commission.
5. Intellectual Property Rights
All designs, ideas, inventions, trademark/service mark concepts and written materials developed by
Artist in connection with or related to the Project shall be regarded as made in a fiduciary capacity
and solely for the benefit of the Commission as "works made for hire." Artist assigns all right, title
and interest in and to such intellectual property to the Commission. The parties acknowledge that
the intent of this provision is to protect the commission’s rights to the project. Additional general
terms for use of the artwork are detailed in schedule A.
6. Use in Marketing and Promotion
Artist may use copies of the Project’s drawings or photographs of the Project solely in the promotion
and marketing of Artist’s services.
7. Miscellaneous
The laws of the state of Maryland shall govern this Agreement. Any and all notices, demands or
writings required by this Agreement shall be delivered in writing by first class mail prepaid
registered or certified to the addresses listed below. The parties shall promptly notify each other in
writing of all changes in address.
8. Entire Agreement
The Agreement constitutes the entire Agreement between the parties and supercedes any prior
agreements. Any changes or modifications to this Agreement must be made in writing by both
parties.
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SAMPLE SCHEDULE A (to be attached to Contractor’s Agreement with Artist)
ARTIST SERVICES AGREEMENT: ADDITIONAL GENERAL TERMS
a.

For avoidance of doubt, the intellectual property rights granted by Artist to the
Commission includes the Commission's right to (i) exhibit the custom illustration for
the Project (the "Artwork") during the Commission's exhibit period thereat, or any
other location and time as the Commission determines; and (ii) make twodimensional reproduction of the Artwork for non-commercial and/or educational
purposes, including, but not limited to, reproductions used in the Commission's
brochures, promotion material, media publicity (both in print/website), and
exhibition catalogues or other similar publications.

b.

The Commission agrees to include a credit to the Artist in any reproductions of the
Artwork made by the Commission.

c.

In any public showing or resume use of reproductions of the Artwork, the Artist
shall give acknowledgment to the Commission in substantially the following form:
"an original artwork commissioned for the Maryland-National Capital Park and
Planning Commission's Josiah Henson Park Exhibits."

d.

If the Artist desires to use the Artwork or images of the Artwork in any publication,
the Artist must obtain prior written consent of the Commission.

e.

The Artist acknowledges and agrees that the Commission is a third-party
beneficiary under the Contract.

f.

The Artist acknowledges that the Commission has the right to communicate with
the Artist directly and agrees to cooperate with the Commission's directions, if
any.
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1/ Electronic/AV Programs List
AV hardware for five (5) AV programs comprises this scope of work:
EP-01-200 Video Program AV 1: Feature Video / Multipurpose Theater
Part of: Exhibit 01 — Visitor Center
EP-03-200 Audio Program AV 6: Hansbrough Oral History
Part of: Exhibit 03 — Introduction & Early Life
EP-05-300 Video Program AV 2: Henson Escape Show
Part of: Exhibit 05 — Escape and Freedom
EP-06-200 Touchscreen Program AV 3: Henson Memoir Interactives
Part of: Exhibit 06 — Literature, History, Stereotypes, and Myths
EP-08-400 Audio Program AV 5: Slave Voices
Part of: Exhibit 08 — Log Kitchen
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2/ Introduction to Scope of Work
-

The AV Hardware Integrator will need to coordinate with M-NPCC, the AV Producer, and
exhibit design and fabrication teams.

-

The scope of work includes: checking the spec of hardware, ordering, shipping, installing, and
integrating the AV hardware in the exhibit.

-

The scope includes the cost of purchasing all AV hardware described in this package.

-

The AV Producer will need one of the Henson Memoir Interactives for programming and
testing. This scope includes the cost of shipping the unit to the AV Producer.

-

The Fabricator will need select hardware in their shop for final integration. This scope must
include the cost of shipping to the Fabricator.

-

All base building wiring is by others.

-

Equipment must carry a minimum of a one-year warranty (from date of substantial
completion), and AV Hardware Integrator should be mindful of ordering enough in advance
to allow for integration with the Fabricator, but not so far in advance that warranty expires
shortly after installation.

-

AV Hardware integrator is responsible for training M-NCPPC staff on use of Equipment. AV
Hardware integrator must provide all maintenance and operations manuals and warranties
for AV Hardware in print and PDF format.

EP-01-200 Video Program AV 1: Visitor Center Feature Video / Multipurpose Theater
- This program is a large video projection on the front wall of a multipurpose theater space in
the Visitor Center.
- Speakers (for stereo sound) are located at the front recessed into the wall. Speakers to be
provided by base building contract.
- The scope of work includes AV hardware for the feature video program in the Theater, as
well as AV hardware for other presentations (laptop jack, blu-ray dvd player) to create a
multipurpose space.
- There is a small AV closet at the front of the theater with a rack for AV hardware (shown as
“DATA” in the drawing package).
- There are two ways the video can begin: a timed cycle (programmed through the show
controller) or staff can press a button at the front desk of the Visitor Center to over-ride the
time cycle.
- The scope of work includes specifying and programming a show controller to synchronize the
media player, push button, countdown clock, player, projector, speakers, auxiliary hardware,
and theater lighting.
- See Drawing package, EX.VC.01, EX.VC.03, and EX.VC.06.
EP-03-200 Audio Program AV 6: Hansbrough Oral History
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-

This is an audio-only program located on a graphic panel in the historic house.
There are two audio handsets connected to the same media player.
Visitors press a button to activate the audio track.
The AV hardware is local to the exhibit.
See Drawing package, EX.HH.02, EX.HH.03, EX.HH.16, and EX.DT.10.

EP-05-300 Video Program AV 2: Henson Escape Show
- This is a video program playing on a monitor located above a fireplace in the historic house.
- Visitors press a button on the wall immediately to the left of the fireplace to start the show.
- The AV hardware is local to the exhibit.
- See Drawing package, EX.HH.06, EX.HH.07, EX.HH.16, and EX.DT.14.
EP-06-200 Touchscreen Program AV 3: Henson Memoir Interactives
- This is an interactive touchscreen program that runs on two identical kiosks.
- The AV hardware is local to the exhibit.
- The height of the stands will be modified by the fabricator. One stand is at a lower height
(~centerline of monitor at 38”) and one at a higher height (~centerline of monitor at 44”) to
increase accessibility.
- See Drawing package, EX.HH.08, EX.HH.09, and EX.HH.16.
EP-08-400 Audio Program AV 5: Slave Voices
- This is an audio-only program located on a graphic panel in the historic house’s Log Kitchen.
- There are two audio handsets connected to the same media player.
- There are six audio tracks. Visitors press one of six buttons to activate an audio track.
- Because this is not a conditioned space, the media player and amp need to be located in a
second floor closet in the historic home, adjacent and one floor above the Log Kitchen
structure. Power/data from closet to exhibit by others.
- See Drawing package, EX.HH.13, EX.HH.14, EX.HH.15, and EX.HH.16.
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3/ AV Equipment List
Description

Qty

Unit

EP-01-200 Visitor Center Video / Multipurpose Theater
Panasonic PT-RZ770BU projector /ET-DLE250 lens
Projector mount
Projector Screen Paint (330 sf)
Denon AVR-X3300W AV receiver
Brightsign XD1033 Media Player (all interfaces)
C2G Mod#29301 HDMI wall plate xmtr for laptop
Sony UBP-X800 Blu-ray Disc Player
BAFX Products IR Repeater kit
Touchplate control button panel and interface
EDI ED406-104-4D-N1 LED countdown timer
Custom interface/show controller to sync AV
components, countdown clock, push button, lighting
Middle Atlantic equipment rack
Misc. Wires, connectors and hardware
Shipping
Show controller programming
Engineering, coordination, prototyping, installation

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Pcs
Pcs
Pcs
Pcs
Pcs
Pcs
Pcs
Pcs
Pcs
Pcs

1
1
1
1
1
1

Pcs
Pcs
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Pcs
Pcs
Pcs
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

EP-03-200 Audio Program AV 6: Hansbrough Oral History
Brightsign XD1033 Media Player (all interfaces)
Behringer Microamp
Gorilla Audio Handsets
Push button
Misc. Wires, connectors and hardware
Shipping
Media player programming
Engineering, coordination, prototyping, installation
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EP-05-300 Video Program AV 2: Henson Escape Show
NEC V552 55” digital signage display
Monitor mount
Brightsign XD1033 Media Player (all interfaces)
Stewart AV-25 amplifier
RDL SPA speakers
Push button
Misc. Wires, connectors and hardware
Shipping
Media player programming
Engineering, coordination, prototyping, installation

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Pcs
Pcs
Pcs
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

2
2
1
1
1

Pcs
Pcs
Lot
Lot
Lot

1
1
2
6
1
1
1
1

Pcs
Pcs
Pcs
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

EP-06-200 Touchscreen Program AV 3: Henson Memoir
Interactives
EloTouch 22" All-in-one touch pc (E971081)
EloTouch E048069 Floor Stand Kit
Misc. Wires, connectors and hardware
Shipping
Engineering, coordination, prototyping, installation

EP-08-400 Audio Program AV 5: Slave Voices
Brightsign XD1033 Media Player (all interfaces)
Behringer Microamp
Gorilla Audio Handsets
Push button
Misc. Wires, connectors and hardware
Shipping
Media player programming
Engineering, coordination, prototyping, installation
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4/ Power Requirements
Note: See Theater (EX.VC.06) and Historic Home (EX.HH.16) electrical plans in the Drawing package.
EP-01-200 Video Program AV 1: Feature Video
Description

Device / Location

Equipment Description

Power Required

Video projector

Located on shelf (shelf, by GC)
attached to theater rear wall
at 12’-0” above floor.

Panasonic 7,000 lm video
projector

Duplex outlet 800
watts (located at
12’-6” above floor).

Dedicated 20 amp
circuit for
equipment in rack

Wall mounted junction box at
12’-6” above floor with 2 CAT6
cables pulled to AV Closet for
video projector.
Speakers

Two speakers (by GC) on front
wall, approx 9 ft apart, 6 ft
above floor level.
14 awg in-wall speaker wire
pulled to AV closet

Receiver

AV Theater Equipment rack
(“DATA” closet in dwg pckge)

Denon AV receiver

Media player

AV Theater Equipment rack

Brightsign media player

Show Controller

AV Theater Equipment rack

HMS I/O modules

Interface to lighting
system

AV Theater Equipment rack

Coordinate w/lighting spec.
Will need wiring to dimmer
controller

Wall jack for Laptop
input

2-gang junction box at front
left of theater @ 18" above
floor with two Cat6 cables & 2cond. power cable, pulled to
AV closet.

LED countdown clock
and interface

Located to right of theater
entry doors, outside theater
(incorporated on graphic
panel)
Junction box with shielded 4conductor control cable to AV
Control rm
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Button pad at Front
Desk

One gang junction box with
shielded 4-cond. cable pulled
to AV Closet for button
controls

Button pad

EP-03-200 Audio Program AV 6: Hansbrough Oral History
Description
AV Audio Kiosk

Device / Location
Audio Handsets / local to
exhibit panel

Equipment Description
Gorilla audio handsets (2)

Media player / local to exhibit
panel

Brightsign media player (1)

Amplifier / local to exhibit
panel

Headphone amp

Button on graphic panel
centered between handsets.

Happ button

Power Required
Duplex outlet - 150
watts

EP-05-300 Video Program AV 2: Henson Escape Show
Description
Video Monitor hung
above fireplace

Device / Location
Monitor / above fireplace

Equipment Description
NEC 55" monitor

small stereo amplifier / local to
exhibit

Rolls amplifier

small speakers / local to
exhibit

RDL speakers

Button / on wall to left of
fireplace

Happ button

Power Required
Duplex outlet - 500
watts

Wall Mounted outlet centered above fireplace
Wall mounted switch box centered above fireplace
Wall mounted switch box - 48"
AFF
Conduit with pull wire
between switch boxes
EP-06-200 Touchscreen Program AV 3: Henson Memoir Interactives

Submitted to: M-NCPPC Montgomery Parks
9500 Brunett Ave • Silver Spring, MD 20901

Submitted by: Proun Design, LLC
28 Hancock St, Ste 2 • Somerville, MA 02144
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Description

Device / Location

Equipment Description

AV Kiosk

All-in-one touch
monitor/computer

EloTouch all-in-on 21.5"
touch monitor

Wall mounted outlet - 18" AFF

Power Required

Duplex outlet - 200
watts

EloTouch floor mount pole
stand (ht modified by
Fabricator)
AV Kiosk

Wall mounted outlet - 18" AFF

EloTouch all-in-on 21.5"
touch monitor

All-in-one touch
monitor/computer

Duplex outlet - 200
watts

EloTouch floor mount pole
stand (ht modified by others)
EP-08-400 Audio Program AV 5: Slave Voices
AV Audio Kiosk

Handsets on graphic panel in
Log Kitchen

Gorilla Audio Headsets (6)

Media player and amplifier in
conditioned historic home in a
2nd floor closet.

Brightsign media player (1)
& headphone amplifier

Submitted to: M-NCPPC Montgomery Parks
9500 Brunett Ave • Silver Spring, MD 20901

Submitted by: Proun Design, LLC
28 Hancock St, Ste 2 • Somerville, MA 02144

Duplex outlet - 150
watts
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BRIGHTSIGN XD
TRUE 4K HDR PLAYBACK.
ADVANCED PERFORMANCE.
BrightSign XD delivers superior technology for advanced applications, including a powerful
4K video decoding engine that supports all the technology standards of the True 4K
ecosystem: H.265-encoded native 4K content at 60fps, CEA HDR10 and HDMI 2.0a for
stunning picture quality. It is also capable of 4K upscaling and dual decoding two 1080p60
videos at once. All models include Gigabit Ethernet and offer a hardware-accelerated HTML5
engine with advanced performance.

BrightSign XD233
Standard I/O Player
Offers a powerful 4K video engine capable of decoding two Full HD videos simultaneously and an advanced
HTML5 engine. It includes the standard I/O package of Gigabit Ethernet, GPIO, IR, analog/digital audio, and
an M.2 SSD interface.

Price: $450

BrightSign XD1033
Expanded I/O Player
Includes all the features BrightSign XD233 plus additional interactive options with the added serial and dual
USB 2.0 (type A and C) ports for engaging interactive displays.

Price: $550

Features
H.265
HEVC

FULL HD

HTML

High Efficiency Video Decoding

1080p60
dual decode

H.265

IP Streaming

Advanced
HTML5

BrightBeaconTM

Zones

AutoWall™

BrightWallTM

Preview

BrightPlates

TM

Interactive

Tagging

Geo-Fencing

Live Feeds

BrightSign App

Sign Preview

Remote Snapshot

SSD
B-Deploy

Digital Audio

Mosaic Mode

Powerful 4K
Video Engine

BrightSign, LLC. 16780 Lark Ave., Suite B Los Gatos, CA 95032

|

IP Streaming Server

USA 408-852-9263

|

M.2 SSD
Interface

International +44 1223 298500

|

www.brightsign.biz

SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

XD233

XD1033

VIDEO ENGINE DECODER

MODEL

XD233

XD1033

Single 1080p60 video decoding

X

X

BrightBeacon : 2-way Bluetooth/Beacon communication
between mobile devices & signage (requires: wireless/
Bluetooth module)

X

X

Dual 1080@60p decoding

X

X

BrightWall™: synchronized playback across multiple displays

X

X

Native 4K@60p CEA HDR10 video decoding

X

X

Autowall™: embraces the power of HTML5 to create unique
multimedia video walls

X

X

Video Codecs for 4K content: H.265

X

X

Zones: playback multiple content types on a single screen

X

X

Video Containers for 4K H.265 content: .ts, .mov, .mp4, .mkv

X

X

X

X

Video Codecs for Full HD: H.265, H.264(MPEG-4, Part 10),
MPEG-2, MPEG-1

Mosaic Mode: simultaneously play a multitude of smaller
resolution videos that add up to the maximum video
resolution of the player

X

X

TM

MEDIA FORMATS

Video Containers for Full HD content: .ts, .mpg, .vob, .mov,
.mp4, .m2ts, .wmv

X

X

Images: BMP, JPEG, PNG

X

X

Audio: MP2, MP3, AAC,FLAC, OGG, and WAV (AC3 is passed
through)

X

X

HTML5

X (Advanced)

DISPLAY RESOLUTIONS*
4K resolutions: 3840x2160, 4096x2160, 3840x600

X

X

Upscaling to: 3840x2160x24/25/29.97/30p

X

X

1920x1080x24/25/29.92/30/50/59.94/60p,
1920x1080x50/59.94/60i, 1600x1200x60p, 1440x1050x60/75p,
1440x900x60/75p, 1360x768x60p, 1280x1024x60/75p,
1280x960x60p, 1280x800x60p/75p, 1280x768x60p,
1280x720x50/59.94/60p, 1024x768x60p, 800x600x60/75p,
720x576x50p/50i, 720x480x59.94/60p/60i, 640x480x60p

X

X

X

External micro SD Slot (SDHC and SDXC); SDHC storage up to
32GB SDXC storage up to 2TB

X

M.2 SSD Interface

X

USB High Speed Host Port (also supports content updates)
Phoenix GPIO Port (12-pin bi-directional)

X

X

X

X

Encoding Server: transcode or composite/encode IP streams

X

X

X (GPIO, IR,
UDP)

X (GPIO,
dual USB,
serial, IR,
UDP)

Interactivity: connect virtually any type of interactive device
to a multitude of interactive ports

Live Feeds: Live Data, Live Text, MRSS, Twitter, Flickr, etc.

X

X

Tagging: BrightSign Network users can assign media and
player tags for highly targeted content distribution

X

X

BrightSign App: update signs with an iOS device

X

X

Geo-Fencing: trigger playback based on location (requires
USB dongle)

HARDWARE INTERFACES
Locking Power Connector

IP Streaming: play streaming media
IP Streaming Server: serve IP streams from local storage

X
X
X
X (2 ports:
Type A&C)

X

X

3.5mm RS-232 Serial Port

X

X

Sign Preview: preview presentation playback in BrightAuthor

X

X

Remote Snapshot: remotely view a snapshot image of the
display’s playback

X

X

Remote View: remotely view a video clip of a running
BrightSign presentation

X

X

BrightPlates : easy template-based sign creation service

X

X

Networking: update, manage and schedule your signage

X

X

B-deploy: A setup feature to deploy many players at once

X

X

Extended Thermal: Supports ambient temperatures between
0° & 70° C at 90% max relative humidity, non-condensing

X

X

TM

SOFTWARE
Free BrightAuthor Software

X

X

BrightSign Networking Options

X

X

3.5mm IR In/Out

X

X

3.5mm Audio Out (analog -or- SPDIF digital, nonsimultaneous)

X

X

ACCESSORIES

X

USB Button Pads
Wireless/Bluetooth Module

X

X

X

MicroSD Class 10 Cards (various capacities)

X

X

HDMI 2.0a Out

X

Ethernet

X (Gigabit)

M.2 (E) Keyed Wi-Fi/Bluetooth Connector

X

Wi-Fi External Antenna Connector (optional)

X

X

MISCELLANEOUS

Reset and Service Buttons

X

X

Dimensions (W x H x D)

Real Time Clock

X

X

FEATURES
H.265 Decoding: smaller file sizes and higher quality content
than H.264

X

X

Powerful 4K Video Engine: True 4K CEA HDR10, 4K upscaling,
dual video decoding and superior scaling

X

X

HTML5: hardware-accelerated engine that plays modular
HTML assets flawlessly alongside high-bandwidth video

X (Advanced)

X

179.9 x 21.9 x 204.2mm or 7.1
x 0.86 x 8 in

Weight

20 oz

Power

12V / 3A (36 Watts)

Multi-Country Power & Regulatory Approvals

X

X

Built-in Wall Mounting Brackets

X

X

1 year warranty, parts and labor

X

X

Copyright © 2017 by BrightSign, LLC. All rights reserved. BrightSign and the BrightSign logo are registered trademarks of BrightSign, LLC.
Other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. DOC-10-17

Maximum Message. Minimal Expense.

NEC V Series
Large Screen LED-backlit LCD 32" | 42" | 46" | 55" | 65" | 80"

Available with embedded
Windows PC or Jelly Bean
4.2.2 Digital Signage Player!

Commercial-Grade LCD Displays for the Cost-Conscious
Commercial-Grade

Adaptable

Promote extended use with a
high-performance design

• Unrivaled flexibility enables seamless

• LED backlighting delivers both

• Expanded connectivity with built-in

environmental and economic benefits
• Temperature sensors and fans protect
the panel from damage
• High definition, high brightness and
contrast ratio deliver superior visual
quality
• Internal 10W speakers and built-in
handles enable a simplified installation

integration of accessories
expansion slot for maximum versatility
• Protective-glass and touch-panel ready
design provide opportunities for module
security and interactivity
• Landscape and portrait orientations
allow for flexible content placement to
maximize audience awareness

Connected
• Extensive control and diagnostic
communication provide the highest
level of remote management
• Comprehensive input panel connects to
latest peripherals
• RS-232 and ethernet connectivity
allow individual and group-addressable
control, including email diagnostics
• DDC/CI standard allows for PC control
of the display
• Custom input detect for content
protection

www.necdisplay.com

Maximum Adaptability with the NEC Option Slot
Future-proof your display with the NEC option slot. This slot provides connectivity for Open Pluggable Specification (OPS)-compliant devices,
creating a seamless integration across a variety of accessories.
•

No external connections required – DVI video, stereo audio, RS-232 control and power are all passed internally from the display to the
OPS device

•

Simple integration and maintenance results in easier and less expensive installations and operation

•

-PC bundles available where the OPS slot is occupied by AMD Dual Core fusion based OPS-PCAF-WS PC

•

-DRD bundles available where the OPS slot is occupied by Jelly Bean 4.2.2 based OPS-DRD Digital Signage Player

Corporate Applications

Everything you need to communicate with coworkers and visitors. NEC V Series displays offer an integral part of corporate communications.
Displaying information is easy and dynamic, and lobby messaging can be easily adapted to match the needs of the business.
•

Automatic input detect allows built-in system redundancy to reassure content will always be displayed

•

Protect your display from damaging heat with integrated temperature sensors and fans

•

High-definition panels with up to 500 cd/m2 brightness and 5000:1 contrast ratio enable superior images sure to capture customer attention

Retail Applications

Maximize messaging and connect on a new level with in-store customers. Whether its promoting the latest sale, pointing shoppers in the right direction or
communicating the latest price information, the NEC V Series effectively delivers your message without breaking the bank.
•

Landscape and portrait orientations enable design flexibility for seamless in-store installation

•

High brightness and contrast ratio deliver stunning imagery

•

Built-in text ticker can display valuable information across a user-defined portion of the screen

Maximum Efficiency with LED Backlighting*
Not all backlights are created equal. Loaded with
state-of-the-art innovation, select NEC V Series
displays incorporate LED backlights that deliver an
array of benefits.
•

Reduced power consumption leads to a
reduced total cost of ownership

•

Solid state LED backlights increase durability

•

Lighter, thinner products increase installation
options, and decrease installation and
shipping costs

Specifications for V323/V423/V463/V552/V652/V801
MODEL

V323-2

V423

V463

V552

V652

V801

S-IPS

S-IPS

A-MVA

A-MVA

SPVA

UV2A

32”

42”

46”

55”

65”

80”

LCD MODULE
Panel Technology
Viewable Image Size
Native Resolution

1920 x 1080

Brightness (Typical/Max)

320 cd/m2 / 450 cd/m2

320 cd/m2 / 450 cd/m2

Contrast Ratio (Typical)

1300:1

1300:1

350 cd/m2 / 500 cd/m2

320 cd/m2 / 450 cd/m2

320 cd/m2 / 460 cd/m2

4000:1

Viewing Angle

5000:1

178° Vert., 178° Hor. (89U/89D/89L/89R) @ CR>10

Aspect Ratio

16:9

Active Screen Area (W x H)

27.5 x 15.5 in. / 698.4 x
392.9mm

36.6 x 20.6 in. / 930.2 x
523.3mm

40.1x 22.5in. /1018.1 x
572.7mm

Orientation

47.6 x 26.8 in. / 1209.6 x
680.4mm

56.2 x 31.6 in. / 1428.5 x
803.5mm

69.7 x 39.2 in. / 1771.2 x
996.3mm

Landscape/Portrait

Displayable Colors

More than 16.7 million

More than 1 billion

CONNECTIVITY
PC/Mac Signal Compatibility

Yes

Input Terminals
Digital

DisplayPort, HDMI, DVI-D

Analog

VGA 15-pin D-sub

VGA 15-pin D-sub (shared S-Video, Video, Component), BNC Composite

Audio

VGA 15-pin D-sub, 5 BNC (RGBHV, DVD/HD, S-Video or Video), BNC Composite

Stereo Mini-Jack, HDMI Audio, DisplayPort Audio

External Control

RS-232C, Ethernet (RJ45), IR Remote

Output Terminals
Digital

DVI-D

Analog

N/A

Audio

Stereo Mini-Jack, External Speaker Jack (2)

External Control

RS-232C

Speakers

Integrated (8W

Integrated (10W x 2)

POWER CONSUMPTiON
On (Typical)

48W

88W

ECO Mode Standby

<1W

<0.5W

76W

100W

185W

230W

2.1 in./2.1 in., 2 in./2.1
in. ; 53.5mm/53.5mm,
50.5mm/50.5mm

1.2 in./1.2 in., 1.2in./1.2in. ;
29.7mm/29.7mm, 29.7mm
/29.7mm

<2W

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Bezel Width (L/R, T/B)

0.9in. /0.9 in., 0.9 in./0.9
in. ; 24.0mm/24.0mm,
24.0mm/24.0mm

Net Dimensions
(without stand; WxHxD)

29.5 x 17.5 x 2.4 in. / 750.0 x
445.5 x 60.8mm

38.3 x 22.3 x 2.7 in. /
972.5 x 565.4 x 68.3mm

41.7 x 24.1 x 2.6in. /
1058.2 x 612.8 x 65.1mm

49.2 x 28.4 x 2.5 in. /
1249.7 x 720.5 x 63mm

60.6 x 35.8 x 3.5 in. /
1540.4 x 909.2 x 88.3mm

72.3 x 41.8 x 3.4 in. / 1836.2 x
1061.3 x 86.9mm

20.9lbs / 9.5kg

37 lbs. / 16.8 kg

41.7 lbs. / 18.9 kg

58 lbs. / 26.3 kg

114.4 lbs. / 52 kg

132.3 lbs / 60 kg

Net Weight (without stand)
VESA Hole Configuration

0.7 in./0.7 in., 0.7 in./0.7 in. ; 18.3mm/18.3mm, 18.3mm/18.3mm

200 x 200mm (4-hole)

300 x 300mm (4-hole)

400 x 400mm (4-hole)

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
Operating Temperature

41-104°F / 5-40°C

Operating Humidity

20 - 80%

Operating Altitude

9843 ft. / 3000m

LIMITED WARRANTY

3 years parts and labor, including backlight*

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Advanced thermal capabilities; Advanced cooling system; TileMatrix (10x10); TileComp; Separate group/Monitor ID function; Ethernet Control and Communication; RS-232 Control and Communication; Carbon
footprint meter; Plug and Play (DDC/CI, DDC2B); Scheduler (w/ real-time clock); Screen saver function; POP; Side-by-Side; Kensington lock; Handles (for V552/V652 /V801); Touch- and protective screen-ready;
Variable picture modes; Advanced video settings (Noise Reduction, Adaptive Contrast); Input labeling; Backlight adjust; Aspect ratio control; Built-in speakers; OPS-Compliant slot

SHIPS WITH

Power cord; 1.8m DVI-D cable; Wireless remote control; Batteries; CD-ROM (user manual)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Single Board Computers

External Single Board Computer (TNETPC-AF-WH); All NEC OPS computers**

Other

Speakers (SP-RM2 for V423; SP-RM1 for V463, V552, V652 & V801) SP-TF1 (Thin rear or side mounted speaker for V463, V552, V652 and V801); Stand (ST-322 for V323-2, V423 & V463; ST-4620 for V552;
ST-651 for V652; ST-801 for V801); Internal HD-SDI Card (SB-01HC); Internal 3G-SDI Card (SB-04HC); Digital IP Tuner (SB-03TM); Wall Mount Kit (WMK-3257); OPS-DRD (ARM based Digital Signage Media Player)
WMK-3255S (Thin wall mount for V323-2, V423, V463 and V552)
* Warranty restrictions apply. Contact your representative for details.
** For non -AVT, -PC, -DRD displays only.

V323-2

V323-2

V423/V463/V552/V652/V801
AUDIO MINI-JACK
IN/OUT

External Speaker

V423/V463/V552/V652/V801
DISPLAYPORT IN

5 BNC IN (RGBHV, DVD/HD,
S-VIDEO OR VIDEO)
(V552/V652/V801 ONLY)

HDMI IN

LAN PORT

VGA D-SUB IN

DVI-D IN/OUT

BNC COMPOSITE
VIDEO IN

RS-232 IN/OUT

NEC Display Solutions
500 Park Boulevard, Suite 1100
Itasca, IL 60143
866-NEC-MORE
TileMatrix and TileComp are trademarks of NEC Display Solutions. All other brand or product names are
trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. Product specifications subject to change.
©2015 NEC Display Solutions of America, Inc. All rights reserved.
Cat.No. 25.NEC.80.GL.UN.134

Rev. 4.01.15

www.necdisplay.com

UBP-X800/B
4K Ultra HD Blu-ray Disc™ Player
Come home to a more immersive experience with 4K HDR
playback1, Dolby Atmos® 3D surround sound3 and access to
your favorite 4K HDR streaming services7. Built for optimum video
and audio performance, this universal Ultra HD player optimizes
playback on non-HDR TVs with HDR to SDR conversion, and plays
almost any disc or file format.

Bullets
r Play 4K Ultra HD movies1 with High Dynamic
Range (HDR) support4
r Stream in 4K HDR1 and play almost any disc or file
format3
r 4K HDR to SDR conversion improves contrast and
color on non-HDR TVs
r Experience Dolby Atmos® 3D and DTS:X objectbased surround sound3
r Enjoy private viewing with wireless headphones

r
r
r
r

via Bluetooth®5
Hear every detail with Hi-Res Audio
Premium construction for optimum audio-visual
performance
Don’t miss a sound with simultaneous HDMI and
Bluetooth® connectivity5
Stream music to different rooms with wireless
multi-room listening6

Features
4K UHD Blu-ray4
Play 4K Ultra HD movies1 at 4x the resolution of full 1080p HD, letting you watch your favorite scenes with a level of detail
and clarity like never before.4

High Dynamic Range (HDR) support4
HDR allows for a greater range of color contrast and brightness, enhancing details from the original film format.

Stream in 4K HDR and play most formats7
Go far beyond playing 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray discs. Stream in 4K HDR from your favorite streaming services7 andplay almost
any disc or file format, including most 4K Ultra HD video and Hi-Res Audio formats4. All you have to do is decide what to
enjoy next.

4K HDR to SDR conversion4
4K HDR to SDR (Standard Dynamic Range) conversion improves contrast and color for optimized playback and viewing
on non-HDR TVs.

Experience Dolby Atmos® and DTS:X® object-based surround sound3
With Dolby Atmos®3D and DTS:X object-based surround sound, you’ll feel like you’re inside the action as the sounds of
people, music and objects move all around you in three-dimensional space.3

Enjoy private viewing with wireless headphones5
Enjoy Bluetooth® audio connectivity5 so you can use your favorite wireless headphones for private viewing.

Hear every detail with Hi-Res Audio
Similar to the improved quality of going from HD video to 4K, High-Resolution Audio tracks are far higher quality than MP3s
and even CDs, letting you hear every breath, every drumbeat, every note.

Premium construction for optimum audio-visual performance
Our unique frame-and-beam chassis offers a rigid structure to eliminate micro-vibrations, as well as effective electrical
shielding, so all you experience is the highest sound and picture quality.

Don’t miss a sound with simultaneous HDMI and Bluetooth® connectivity5

Send audio via HDMI to a soundbar while sending it to a wireless speaker or headphones over Bluetooth®5 at the same
time. With simultaneous connectivity, you don’t have to miss a word or sound even if you step away from your TV.

Stream music to different rooms6
Listen to the same great song all around the house with multi-room listening. Now you can group selected Sony sound
bars and speakers together and stream music in multiple rooms.6

Specifications
Supported Media

Supported Media

BDAV

BDMV

Hybrid Disc

Mixed Disc

CD (DTS-CD)

Yes

DVD+R

Yes

DVD+R Double Layer

Yes

DVD+RW

Yes

DVD Camcorder 8cm DVD

8cm DVD-R/ -RW
8cm DVD+RW

DVD-R

Video
VR (w/o CPRM)

DVD-R Dual Layer

Video
VR (w/o CPRM)

DVD-RW

Video
VR (w/o CPRM)

DVD-Video

Yes

External HDD (Read/Write/Copy/Move)

Yes (Read)

File System

FAT32 / exFAT / NTFS

SA-CD (SA-CD/CD) Playback

Yes

Stereoscopic 3D (profile 5)

Yes

Ultra HD Blu-ray

Yes (DL/TL)

USB Memory

Yes

Video CD

Partially capable

BD-R

Yes (ver.1.0, SL/DL)

BD-RE

Yes (ver.2.0, SL/DL)

BD-R

Yes (ver.2.0, SL/DL)

BD-RE

Yes (ver.3.0, SL/DL)

BD/CD

Yes (select in set-up menu)

BD/DVD

Yes (select in set-up menu)

HDDVD/DVD

Yes (DVD part only)

BDAV/BDMV

Yes (BDMV)

Music

Photo

Video

BD-ROM

CD

AAC (.aac, .mka)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB), DLNA (.aac only)

AAC (.m4a)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

AIFF (.aiff, .aif)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

ALAC (.m4a)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

Dolby Digital (.ac3, .mka)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB)

DSD - DSDIFF/DSC (.dff, .dsf)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

FLAC (.flac, .fla)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

HE-AACv1/v2

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

LPCM (.mka)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB)

LPCM (.wav)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

Monkey's Audio

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

MP3 (.mka)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB)

MP3 (.mp3)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

Vorbis

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

WMA10 Pro

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

WMA9 Standard (.wma)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

BMP (.bmp)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB)

GIF (.gif)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

JPEG (.jpg, .jpeg)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

MPO MPF 3D (.mpo)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB)

PNG (.png)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

WEBP

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB)

AVCHD Disc Format Folder

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

HEVC

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

Motion JPEG (.mov, .avi)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

MPEG-1 Video/PS (.mpg .mpeg, .m2ts,
.mts)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

MPEG-2 Video/PS, TS ( .mpg.mpeg,
.m2ts, .mts)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

MPEG-4/AVC (.mov, 3gp, .3g2, .3gpp,
.3gpp2, .flv)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

MPEG-4 AVC (.mkv, .mp4, .m4v, .m2ts,
.mts)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

VC1 (.m2ts, .mts, .mkv)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB)

VP

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

WMV9 (.wmv, .asf, .mkv)

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

XVID

Yes (BD, DVD, CD, USB, DLNA)

BD-Live (Profile2.0)

Yes (Profile 2.0)

BD-ROM (SL/DL)

Yes (SL/DL)

Bonus View (Profile1.1)

Yes (Profile 1.1)

CD (CD-DA)

Yes

CD-R/-RW

Yes

BD-ROM

Yes

Photo

Yes

Streaming

Yes

Video (from camcorder)

Yes

Instant Advance

- (Capable)

3D

3D

Playback Features
Playback Features
Disc Playback Features

Repeat

Playback Control

All

Yes

Chapter

Yes

Title

Yes

Track

Yes

Instant Replay

- (Capable)

Play/Stop/Pause

Yes

PREV/NEXT

Yes

REV/FWD

Yes

Slow Playback (FWD/REV)

Yes (Slow REV do not support for UHD BD, BD3D and VCD )

STEP Playback (FWD/REV)

Yes (Step REV do not support for UHD BD, BD3D and VCD )

Shuffle

Yes

Auto Power Off (Auto Stand-by)

Yes

Bit Rate Indicator

Yes (Video, Audio)

BRAVIA Sync

Yes

DEMO mode - Tray Lock

Yes

Easy Setup

Yes

IPCC

Yes

Multiple Language Display

English
Spanish
French
Portuguese

Parental Control

Yes

Software Keyboard

English
Norwegian
Finnish
Greek
Dutch
Portuguese
Swedish
Danish
Russian
Polish
French
German
Italian
Spanish

Super Quick Start Mode

Yes

USB Keyboard

Yes (101 only)

Child Lock

Yes

Easy Setup

Yes

Device

Yes (iPhone, Android, PC)

SongPal

Yes

TV SideView

Yes (Video & TV SideView)

Wireless Multi Room

Yes

BD/DVD/CD

Photo Only

DLNA

Photo Only (Uncertified)

HDD

Photo Only

USB

Photo Only

Customize on My Apps

Yes

FAVORITE on Remote

Yes

New UI

Yes (2015 version)

Convenience Features

Convenience Features

2nd Display (Media Remote)

List with Thumbnail

GUI

History Indication

Yes

Style

Qwerty
Qwertz

Deep Color

Yes (12bit)

IP Content Noise Reduction

Yes

Preset Picture mode Cinema tuned

Yes (Direct / Brighter room / Theater Room / Auto / Custom1
/ Custom2)

24p True Cinema

Yes

4K Upscale

60p (Disc/USB/Net/DLNA)

Brightness

Yes

Color

Yes

Contrast

Yes

Hue

Yes

IP Content Noise Reduction

Yes

SDR converter

Yes

HD (24Hz) (24p True Cinema)

Yes

HD (60Hz)

Yes

HD 24Hz to 60Hz conversion

Yes

SD (60Hz)

Yes

DVD 24p output

Yes

NTSC/PAL (60Hz/50Hz)

Yes (NTSC only)

TV Type Default Setting

16:9

Video Output - BD-ROM

HDMI

Yes (480i/ 480p/ 720p/ 1080i/ 1080p/ 2160p (60Hz))
Yes (1080p/ 2160p (24Hz))

Video Output - DVD R/RW BD R/RE non
copy protected

HDMI

Yes (480i/ 480p/ 720p/ 1080i/ 1080p/ 2160p (60Hz))

Video Output - DVD Upscaling

HDMI

Yes (720p/ 1080i/ 1080p/ 2160p)
Yes (1080p/ 2160p (60Hz))

Video Output - DVD - Video

HDMI

Yes (480i/ 480p/ 720p/ 1080i/ 1080p/ 2160p (60Hz))

Video Output - BD Upscaling

HDMI

Yes (4K (60Hz))

Video Output - Photo Upscaling

HDMI

Yes (4K)

sRGB/ Adobe RGB/ sYCC

Yes/ No (Unofficial)/ Yes

CD

Yes

USB

Yes

Disc Drive

Yes (Precision Drive HD)

Region Code (BD)

A

Region Code (DVD)

1

Startup Screen

Yes

TV System Default Setting

60Hz

Single/Changer

Single

Network

Yes

USB

Yes

Software Keyboard
Video Features

Video Features

Picture Parameter Adjustment(s)

Video

BD

DVD

Photo
Photo
Slide Show with Music
General

General Features

FW Update
Inputs and Outputs

Coaxial Audio Output(s)

1 (Rear)

Ethernet Connection(s)

1 (Rear)

HDMI Output(s)

2 (Rear)

USB Input(s)

1 (Front)

AV Sync

Yes

Certified Hi-Res Audio

Yes

Dolby

Dolby Atomos / Dolby True HD decoding (7.1Ch)

DRC

Yes

DSEE-HX

Yes

dts

DTS decoding (7.1ch)

LDAC

Yes

Dolby Digital bit-stream out

Yes

DTS bit-stream out

Yes

DTS Neo 6

Yes

LPCM 2ch(-48kHz/-24bit(16bit for
encrypted content)) Out

Yes

Dolby TrueHD bit-stream out

Yes

DSD output

Yes (2.8M)

DSD to LPCM conversion out

Yes (2.8M/5.6M) (11.2M update)

DTS HD Master Audio bit-stream out

Yes

LPCM 2ch out

Yes (192kHz/96kHz/48kHz)

LPCM 6ch (5.1) out

Yes (192kHz/96kHz/48kHz)

LPCM 8ch (7.1) out

Yes (96kHz/48kHz)

C/O on Kimeihan

Yes (English)

Safety Approval

UL/cUL

US Accesibility (Text to speech etc.)

Yes

Standard Remote

Yes

Wake on LAN

Yes (Super Quick Start Mode)

Contents Throw

Yes (Video, Audio, Photo)

DMP (Digital Media Player)

Yes (Uncertified)(Video, Audio, Photo)

DMR (Dgital Media Renderer)

Yes (Uncertified)(Video, Audio, Photo)

Bluetooth TX

Yes

Screen Mirroring

Yes

Wi-Fi Built in

Yes (2.4GHz, 5GHz)

Wi-Fi MIMO(Multi Input Muti Output)

Yes

Entertainment DB (Gracenote etc.)

Gracenote

Yes (CD-DA Track info & Music Serch )

Network Streaming

3D Streaming

Yes

4K streaming

Yes

Live Streaming

Yes

Recommendation

Yes

Subtitle

Yes

Power Consumption (in Operation)

15W

Power Consumption (in Standby)

0.35W

Inputs and Outputs

Audio Features

Audio Features

Coaxial

HDMI Audio Out

Regulation and Standards
C/O on Kimeihan
Safety Approval
Remote Control

Network Features/SEN
Network Features/SEN

Home Share (DLNA)

Wi-fi

Network Streaming

Power
Power
Accessories

Accessories

Supplied Accessories

Instruction Manual (Full manual / Web manual, English)
Remote Control (RMT-VB310U)
Batteries (Type AAA x 2)
Customer Registration Card
Warranty Card

Dimensions (Approx.)

Unit dimensions: 17 x 2 1/4 x 10 3/4 in (430 x 54 x 270 mm)
Carton dimensions: 19 x 3 3/4 x 14 in (480 x 95 x 355 mm)

Weight (Approx.)

Unit only: 8 lbs 7 oz (3.8 kg)
Carton weight: 11 lbs 1 oz (5.0 kg)

Weights and Measurements

Weights and Measurements
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Touchplate Lighting Controls - (260) 426-1565
1830 Wayne Trace, Fort Wayne, IN 46803
TITLE

MFG
APPROVED
TOLERANCES: (UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED)
`0.01"
.XX:
SIZE
DIMENSIONS:
`0.005"
.XXX:
IN [MM]
`0.0005"
.XXXX:
ANGLES: `0.5°
SCALE
REMOVE BURRS; BREAK SHARP CORNERS 1/64"
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Classic Series with Screwless Cover
4 Button - No-LED
Contact Closure Switch
REV

DWG NO

A

CLA-4B-0L
SHEET
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ACCESSORIES

Models D-SP1A, DB-SP1A, DG-SP1A, DS-SP1A
2 Watt Decora-Style 8 Ohm Loudspeaker

ii

DG-SP1A

DB-SP1A

DS-SP1A

D-SP1A

Shown with Matching RDL Cover Plates - Available Separately

Acoustically Optimized Decora Enclosure
Fidelity Comparable to Larger Drivers
Exceptional Audio Quality for Ultra-Compact Size
Rich Presence and Detailed Clarity

Hemispherical Dispersion Mounted In Wall or Flat Surface
Convex Aluminum Cone with Rubber Surround
Neodymium Motor

The D SERIES-SP1A is part of the group of versatile wall-mounted products from Radio Design Labs. The standard mounting case can be directly fastened in North
American electrical boxes or in RDL International wall boxes.

APPLICATION: The D SERIES-SP1A is a compact 8 ohm loudspeaker that delivers rich, detailed sound in Decora-compatible wall or
chassis mounts. The driver is constructed of materials found in premium larger speakers. The unique steel enclosure provides full
baffling in a tightly sealed rigid structure. This produces sonic presence within an extended frequency range expected from larger
speakers. Internal filtering rolls off out-of-band frequencies to reduce distortion and increase peak power capability. Dispersion covers a
hemispherical area of nearly 180 degrees with the speaker mounted in a wall.
The input is connected through a 2-position detachable terminal block on the rear panel. The D SERIES-SP1A operates with a
continuous audio input up to 2 watts, making it suited to be driven by speech or music content from amplifiers with a maximum rated
power of up to 10 W. Models are available with grills in black (DB-SP1A), white (D-SP1A), gray (DG-SP1A) or stainless steel (DS-SP1A).

RDL

659 6th St.

Prescott, AZ., USA 86301

(928) 443-9391

FAX (928) 443-9392

www.rdlnet.com

ACCESSORIES
Models D-SP1A, DB-SP1A, DG-SP1A, DS-SP1A

Installation/Operation

2 Watt Decora-Style 8 Ohm Loudspeaker

EN55103-1 E1-E5; EN55103-2 E1-E4; EN60065
Typical Performance reflects product at publication time exclusive of EMC
data, if any, supplied with product. Specifications are subject to change
without notice. This product is Professional Apparatus.

D SERIES - PA3

GAIN

+24
GND

DC POWER IN

ST-PA6

+
LINE INPUT
GND
+

SPEAKER OUT

SPEAKER INPUT
SPEAKER INPUT

GAIN
NORM (+4 dBu)
HIGH (-10 dBV)

D SERIES - SP1A

D SERIES - PA3

CONNECT THE SPEAKER OUTPUT FROM THE
AMPLIFIER TO THE SPEAKER INPUT ON THE -SP1A.
(AMPLIFIER MAXIMUM POWER RATING 10 WATTS)

DO NOT USE
SHIELDED WIRE
ON OUTPUT

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE
Input Power:
Input Connection:
Impedance:
Frequency Range:
Sensitivity:
Enclosure:
Grill:
Ambient Operating Environment:
Dimensions:
Mounting:
Mounting Box Minimum Depth:

891-5645B

2 W RMS (modulation peaks limited to 10 W)
Detachable terminal block (14 to 24 AWG)
8 Ohms (nominal)
150 Hz to 20 kHz, nominal
78 dB (1 W, 1m nominal)
Powdercoated steel
Formed perforated steel
0° C to 60 C
Height: 4.1 in. (10.4 cm); Depth: 2.07 in. (5.26 cm)
(over all with terminal block);
Width: 1.72 in. (4.37 cm)
Mounts in US electrical box, RDL international wall boxes WB-,
surface mount boxes SMB- or desktop chassis’ DC- available separately.
Cover plate available separately.
2 in. (5.08 cm)

Radio Design Labs Technical Support Centers
U.S.A. (800) 933-1780, (928) 778-3554; Fax: (928) 778-3506
Europe [NH Amsterdam] (++31) 20-6238 983; Fax: (++31) 20-6225-287

D SERIES - SP1A

GORILLA AUDIO HANDSET
Works with any A/V system

“It’s a Headphone on a Stick”
• Ideal for:
Video Soundtracks
Computer Kiosks
Trade Shows
Museum Exhibits
Theaters
• Fulfills ADA Requirements
• Maintenance Free
• Easy To Clean
• Works with Video and Audio
Players, DVDs, CD Audio
• Superior Fidelity
• Ant-Theft Security Lanyard
• Simple Installation
• Hearing-Aid Compatible
• Multiple Colors Available

The Gorilla Audio Handset from Stop and Listen is precision engineered to complete virtually any
audio or video playback system. In front of a video monitor, at a computer kiosk, or at an audio
listening station, it’s the perfect choice. It works well with anything with a soundtrack or an audio
output.
Multiple handsets? The simple 2-wire interface makes installation easy, even for large theaters and
gatherings needing several units. The versatile design can be customized to fit any application.
When regular speakers just can’t do the job, the Gorilla Audio Handset from Stop and Listen it gets
the message across - plain and simple.

MAKING AUDIO EASY...
PRINTED IN CANADA ON RECYCLABLE PAPER

DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS ON REVERSE

The Gorilla Audio Handset
Technical Specifications

Stainless Steel Cradle

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lexan PC - PET Alloy Construction
Full Frequency Response 50Hz - 20KHz
32 Ohm Input Impedance
30mW Nominal Input Power (Max 70mW)
40” square-locked Stainless Steel Cable
Hygienic and Easy to Clean
Includes Cradle, Cord Mount, Terminal Block

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple Two Wire Connection
Universal Stainless Steel Cradle
Mylar Driver Element
Neodymium Iron Boron (NdFeB) Magnet
500 lb. Aircraft Steel Anti-theft Lanyard
Water Resistant Materials/Construction
Hearing Aid Compatible / ADA

Available In A Variety of
Colors

Stop and Listen
www.stoplisten.com
1-800-387-2365
PRINTED IN CANADA ON RECYCLABLE PAPER

STOP AND LISTEN INC, 7515 FLINT ROAD S.E., CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA T2H 1G3

FAX: 403-230-9243 TEL: 403-276-5905

I-Series for
Windows
All-in-One Touchscreen Signage

Integrated Touch

Commercial Grade

Product Overview
The Elo I-Series for Windows AiO interactive signage delivers commercial-grade
computing with the capabilities, security and enterprise infrastructure of a powerful
Windows-based platform with a sleek, ultra-thin, yet ruggedized form factor down
to 1.5 inches thin. Available in two wide format display sizes - 15.6" and 21.5", both
I-Series for Windows AiO touchscreens feature our industry-leading TouchProTM PCAP
technology that provide a 10-touch tablet-like interactive experience. With edge-toedge glass, it is easy to clean with no edges to trap dirt and grease, the I-Series can
be flexibly mounted anywhere in portrait, landscape or table-top orientation using
Elo wall, floor and tabletop mounting accessories making application use endless.
The 6th generation Intel Skylake i5 with HD530 graphics for top end performance
or the fan-less Braswell Celeron ideal for ultra-low noise environments.
Both models are available pre-installed with Windows® 10, Windows 7 or
No OS configurations (Windows 8.1 is available upon request).

3-Year Warranty

Available in 15.6" and 21.5" sizes
with high-performance computing and
graphics, integrated display, and Elo’s
TouchProTM PCAP (10 Touch) technology
Universal snap-in peripherals NFC/
RFID reader, barcode reader, MSR,
and mounting options (poles, shelf &
floor stands, shelf & wall mounts)
Wifi and Bluetooth 4.0

I-Series for Windows AiO Touchscreen Signage
Model

ESYxxi2

ESYxxi5

Processor

Intel Celeron N3160 Quad-Core Processor 1.6 GHz (up
to 2.24 GHz) 2MB L2 Cache

Intel i5-6500TE Quad-Core Processor 2.3GHz (up to 3.3
GHz) 6MB Smart Cache
Intel HD Graphics 530

Graphics

Intel HD Graphics 400

BIOS

AMI

Memory (RAM)

2GB DDR3L SODIMM on 1 of 2 slot
(Expandable to 8GB maximum)

Storage

128GB 2.5" 7mm SATA SSD

USB Ports

2 x USB 3.0
3 x Micro USB for Elo peripherals

Ethernet Port

1 x LAN RJ45 (Gigabit)

Wireless Connectivity

Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac and Bluetooth 4.0

Additional Video Out

2nd Micro HDMI out

Audio Port

1 x 3.5mm line out

Display

15.6" diagonal, active matrix TFT LED LCD; 21.5" diagonal, active matrix TFT LED LCD

On-Screen Display (OSD)

Power, Brightness Up, Brightness Down, Volume Up, Volume Down

Aspect Ratio

16:9 (widescreen)

Active Display Area (W x H)

15.6": 13.6" x 7.6" (344.2mm x 193.5mm); 21.5": 18.6" x 10.5" (476mm x 267.8mm)

Native (optimal) Resolution

1920 x 1080 @ 60Hz

Colors

15.6": 262K (6 bit); 21.5": 16.7M (8 bit)

Brightness (typical)

15.6" LCD panel: 300 nits, TouchPro (PCAP): 270 nits; 21.5” LCD panel: 250 nits, TouchPro (PCAP): 225 nits

Response Time Total (typical)

15.6" LCD panel: 25ms; 21.5" LCD panel: 30ms

Viewing Angle (typical)

15.6" LCD panel: Horizontal: 85°/170° total, Vertical: 85°/170° total
21.5" LCD panel: Horizontal: 89°/178° total, Vertical: 89°/178° total

Contrast Ratio (typical)

15.6" LCD panel: 700:1; 21.5” LCD panel: 3000:1

Touch Technologies

Elo TouchPro (PCAP)

Power

External 19VDC universal-type power supply brick, AC input voltage: 100-240 VAC, Input frequency: 50-60 Hz
15.6" with i2: Maximum output power: 65W (Max Draw: 74W); 21.5" with i2 and 15.6" with i5: Maximum output
power: 90W (Max Draw: 100W); 21.5" with i5: Maximum output power: 150W (Max Draw: 170W)

Max Power Consumption (without peripherals)

15.6" with i2: 33.97W; 21.5" with i2: 43.97W; 15.6" with i5: 80.63W; 21.5" with i5: 90.63W

Maximum Touchcomputer Dimensions (W x H x D)

15.6": 15.2" x 9.8" x 1.5’’ (387mm x 249mm x 39mm); 21.5": 20.6’’ x 12.76" x 1.8" (524mm x 324mm x 45mm)

Shipping Box Dimensions (W x H x D)

15.6": 19.29" x 14.96" x 5.51" (490mm x 380mm x 140mm); 21.5": 26.97" x 19.41" x 7.09"
(685mm x 493mm x 180mm)

Weight

Unpacked: 15.6": 5.64 lbs (2.56 kg); 21.5": 12.05 lbs (5.47 kg)
Packaged: 15.6": 9.71 lbs (4.41 kg); 21.5": 17.65 lbs (8.03 kg)

Temperature

Operating: 0°C to 35°C / 32°F to 95°F; Storage: -20°C to 60°C / -4°F to 140°F

Humidity (non-condensing)

Operating: 20% to 80%; Storage: 5% to 95%

Regulatory approvals and declarations

UL/cUL, FCC, TUV, CB, CE, VCCI

Mounting Options

Wall/pole mount or secure base to tabletop/desktop

Enclosure Color

Black

Real-Time Clock

Replaceable lithium-ion battery for clock

Sealing

Touchscreen sealed to sub-bezel / Touchscreen sealed to LCD

Optional Peripherals

MSR – P/N: E001002, NFC – P/N: E001004, BCR – P/N: E093433, Stand for 15" – P/N: E044162, Stand for 22" – P/N:
E044356, 5' Floor Stand – P/N: E048069, Wall Mount - P/N: E143088, Shelf Mount – P/N: E043382, GPIO Cable Kit –
P/N: E211544, USB Expansion Module Kit – P/N: E990645

Warranty

3-year warranty extendable up to 5 years.

MTBF

50,000 hours demonstrated

What’s in the box

I-Series Windows Touchcomputer, North America Power Cable, European Power Cable, Power Adapter, Quick Install
Guide

4GB DDR4 SODIMM on 1 of 2 slot
(Expandable to 16GB maximum)
4 x USB 3.0
3 x Micro USB for Elo peripherals

Technology

Color

OS

Part Number

ESY15i2 TouchPro (PCAP)

Black

No OS/Windows 7/Windows 10

E222775, E222776, E970376
E222781, E222782, E970665

ESY15i5 TouchPro (PCAP)

Black

No OS/Windows 7/Windows 10

ESY22i2 TouchPro (PCAP)

Black

No OS/Windows 7/Windows 10

E222787, E222788, E970879

ESY22i5 TouchPro (PCAP)

Black

No OS/Windows 7/Windows 10

E222793, E222794, E971081

To find out more about our extensive range of Elo touch solutions, go to elotouch.com, or call the office nearest you.
North America
Tel +1 408 597 8000
Fax +1 408 597 8050
customerservice@elotouch.com

Europe
Tel +32 (0)16 70 45 00
Fax +32 (0)16 70 45 49
elosales@elotouch.com

Asia-Pacific
Tel +86 (21) 3329 1385
Fax +86 (21) 3329 1400
www.elotouch.com.cn

Latin America
Tel +1 786-923-0251
Fax +1 305-931-0124
elosales.latam@elotouch.com

Elo reserves the right to change or update, without notice, any information contained herein; to change, without notice, the design, construction,
materials, processing or specifications of any products; and to discontinue or limit production or distribution of any products. Elo, the Elo logo
and EloView are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Elo Touch Solutions, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. © 2017 Elo Touch Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. 17051AES00011

ELO-KIT-FLOOR STAND 5 FOOT

E048069

TIGHTEN M8 HINGE
BOLTS TO LOCK DISPLAY
TILT IF NEEDED

USE 75mm VESA
PLATE AS NEEDED

114 (100mm VESA PLATE)
90°
HINGE ROTATION
114
(100mm VESA PLATE)

87
(75mm VESA PLATE)

104 (75mm VESA PLATE)

1009.5
(39.7")

550
(21.7")

350
(13.8")

ROTATE FEET TO
LEVEL STAND

7
THRU HOLES,
X2

ADJUST BRACKET TO
HOLD POWER SUPPLY.
MAX. POWER SUPPLY SIZE:
170L X 55W X 30T

490
MOUNTING OPTION

DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS

MS601766
DATE: 09/15/15
REV: A

ED406-104-4D-N1
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https://www.electronicdisplays.com/up-or-down-timer-4-numbers

Dimensions: 20" L x 8.0" H x 2.25" D. A 4-digit up and/or down timer with internal timing in MM:SS (minutesseconds) or HH:MM (hours-minutes) format standard. Other time formats available. The display is preset via
thumb wheel switches on the end plate or keypad remote (optional).

11/9/2017, 9:31 AM
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SKU: 4" Numbers - Time Up or Down
Tme Format

*

HHMM

$595.00
1

Add to wishlist

Add to compare list

0

11/9/2017, 9:31 AM
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Indoor / Outdoor
Operating Environment

ss C) / 0 to 95% Humidity

Dimensions
Weight
Number of Digits
Character Height
Viewing Distance
LED Color / Acrylic Face
LED Intensity
U.L. LIsted Power Supply
Enclosure Color / Material
Enclosure NEMA Rating
Mounting Method

for Hanging / Wall Mount

Limited Warranty

11/9/2017, 9:31 AM
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Related products

$375.00

$495.00

11/9/2017, 9:31 AM
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

AVR-X3300W

7.2CH AV SURROUND RECEIVER

THE ADVANCED HOME CINEMA CENT(5 FOR
ADVANCED USERS
Surround yourself with state-of-the-art immersive 3D sound: the Denon AVR-X3300W AV receiver features Dolby Atmos decoding for the ultimate home theatFS
experience with the latest blockbuster movie soundtracks.

HIGHLIGHTS

YOUR BENEFITS

•

7.2 channel AV Receiver with 5W per channel (8ohms, 20Hz – 20kHz
with0.08% T.H.D.)

•

Enough power to fill CJHHFS rooms with unique Denon sound

•

Built-in Wi-Fi with 2.4GHz/5GHz dual band support; built-in Bluetooth

•

Improved network stability especially in Wi-Fi-crowded homes

•

4K/60 Hz full-rate pass-through, 4:4:4 color resolution, HDR and BT.2020

•

Latest HDMI standard for future-proof compatibility

•

8 HDMI inputs (incl. 1 front) with full HDCP 2.2 support; 2 HDMI outputs

•

Plenty of inputsready to feed a TV and projector XJUIEJGGFSFOUTJHOBMT

•

Advanced Video Processing with BOBMPHVFUP)%.*
DPOWFSTJPOBOEGVMMSBUF,4DBMJOH

•

Full HD and even Ultra HD video quality from existing DVDs or BOBMPHVF
Tources

•

Dolby Atmos® (up to 5.1.2) and DTS:X™ (via firmware update)

•

Blockbusting 3D sound with effects from overhead

®

®

®

®

•

AirPlay , Bluetooth , Internet Radio, Spotify Connect , Pandora , SiriusXM™
Network Audio Streaming

•

Access to almost unlimited online music sources

•

DSD (2.8/5.6MHz), FLAC, ALAC, AIFF and WAV support

•

High Resolution audio streaming for Hi-Fi enthusiasts even in Gapless

•

Audyssey MultEQ XT, Dynamic Volume Dynamic EQBOE46#&2)5

•

Delivering perfect equalization for your individual roomJODMVEJOHTVCXPPGFS&2

•

Color-coded speaker terminals, Setup Assistant, Denon 2016 AVR Remote App •

Hassle-free installation, setup and operation

•

"EWBODFE.VMUJ3PPNPQUJPOTDI1SFPVU34$POUSPM

•

"VEJPBOEWJEFPJONVMUJQMFSPPNTSFBEZGPSSE1BSUZ)PNF"VUPNBUJPOTZTUFNT

•

Intelligent ECO mode with off/on/auto setting

•

Energy-conscious without compromising on performance

usa.denon.com

ca.denon.com

Powerful 7 Channel Discrete Amplifier with Eco Mode
Featuring high current discrete power output devices on all channels, the AVR-X3300W is rated at 1watts per channel. And for
compatibility with the widest range of loudspeaker models, the
AVR-X3300W also has low impedance drive capability, to provide
operational stability with speakers down to 4 ohms. Denon’s intelligent ECO mode adjusts power consumption according to signal
level, and there’s an on-screen Eco Mode display that lets you see
in real time how much energy ECO mode is saving.
Built-in Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi
Featuring Bluetooth and Wi-Fi wireless streaming connectivity, the
AVR-X3300W is equipped with an advanced dual antenna system
for robust and error-free streaming even in congested urban environments. Connected to the Internet through your home Wi-Fi
network (or with a hard-wired connection via the RJ-45 Ethernet
LAN port), it allows you to enjoy your favourite tracks from streaming music services such as 6SRWLI\&RQQHFW3DQGRUDDQG
6LULXV;0. You can also choose from thousands of Internet radio
stations from around the world, and enjoy music and speech
entertaiment of virtually every genre. AirPlay lets you play your
favRrite tracks wirelessly from your iPod touchŪ, iPhoneŪor
iPadŪ, and via network streaming you can listen to music files
stored on your home PC or Mac, or NAS devices. The all-new
Denon 2016 AVR Remote App lets you control the AVRX300W with your smartphone or tablet: it’s available for
Apple iOSŪ, Androidū and for the Kindle Fire.
Dolby Atmos & DTS:X
Dolby’s revolutionary Dolby Atmos technology dispenses with the
channel-based surround sound coding used for decades, in favor
of advanced object-based coding, giving the sound designer the
ability to place sounds precisely anywhere in the three-dimensional

soundspace. Now you can enjoy this award-winning technology at
home with the AVR-X3300W, which features the ability to connect
a 5.1 surround sound speaker system and 2 additional overhead
speakers or 2 additional Dolby Atmos-certified elevation speakers
for the ultimate home theater experience.
DTS:X: The latest immersive surround sound system, DTS:X features similar object-based audio coding, and provides for overhead
speakers to deliver a stunning surround sound experience. (DTS:X
will be enabled via future firmware update: for more info, please
visit www.denon.com/dtsx).
This includes both Dolby Surround and DTS Neural:X upmixing:
users with a ‘3D’ sound speaker set-up are able to get an enhanced surround experience from conventional Dolby- or DTSencoded content, or even music in stereo, using the full set of
speakers installed in the listening room.
Latest HDMI 2.0a Connectivity; HDCP 2.2 Compatible;
ISF-Certified
Prepared for the future, with no fewer than eight HDMI inputs (including one conveniently located on the front panel) and dual HDMI
outputs, the AVR-X3300W’s advanced video section features the
latest HDMI specifications, including 4K Ultra HD 60Hz video, 4:4:4
Pure Color sub-sampling, High Dynamic Range (HDR) and 21:9
video, 3D, and BT.2020 pass-through support on every input. It
also features HDCP 2.2 compatibility, a requirement for 4K Ultra HD
copy-protected content, ensuring ready for the next generation of
Blu-ray disc players, set-top boxes and other 4K Ultra HD sources.
In addition, the video processor can also upscale all analogue and
digital video to 4K Ultra HD. Certified by the Imaging Science Foundation, the AVR-X3300W features a full suite of video calibration
controls (for use by an ISF technician), along with ISF Day and ISF
Night video modes.

Technical information

High Resolution Audio
Discover the incredible fidelity of high resolution audio tracks with
the AVR-X3300W’s ability to decode up to 24-bit/192-kHz lossless
files (AIFF, FLAC and WAV; ALAC/Apple Lossless to 24-bit/96kHz),
as well as DSD 2.8MHz (the audiophile format of SACD) and now
5.6MHz tracks, too. Play them from memory devices via the front
panel USB, or from network sources – the AVR-X3300W will also
play lossy file types such as MP3.
Advanced Audyssey Room Correction Suite
Equipped with the full Audyssey suite of advanced DSP algorithms,
the AVR-X3300W features Audyssey MultEQ XT32 automatic room
acoustic correction. Using the supplied measurement microphone, MultEQ XT32 analyzes each speaker’s output (including
the subwoofers) at up to 8 measurement locations and generates
precision digital filters that optimize each channel for the correct
frequency and time domain response. Audyssey Dynamic Volume
smoothes out annoying jumps in volume (such as TV commercials),
letting you listen at lower levels and still enjoy clear dialog, music
and sound effects. Audyssey Dynamic EQ provides precision tonal
tailoring for full range clarity at any listening level. Audyssey Sub
EQ HT provides individual DSP tailoring of each subwoofer in a
dual subwoofer setup, for deeper bass and improved definition
compared to a single subwoofer configuration.
Easy To Setup, Easy To Use
The AVR-X3300W’s clear, easy to understand graphical on-screen
display guides you through the set-up process to ensure the correct
configuration. The exclusive Setup Assistant and the included Quick
Start guide together provide easy setup instructions, leading the
user step by step to optimise critical settings for the best possible
sound and video quality with the rest of your system.

Ports

Number of
power amps

7 (Front L/R, Center, Surround L/R,
Surround Back L/R)

S/N Ratio

HDMI (Front 1)

x6

FM section

Component (video)

x2

Power output

ZDWWVSHUFKDQQHO
0D[LPXP3RZHU2XWSXW3HU&KDQQHO

Tuning frequency range 0+]

Analogue Audio

x5

AM section

Digital Optical / Coaxial

x2/x2

135 watts per channel
(6 ohms, 1 kHz, THD 0.7%, 2ch driven)

Tuning frequency range N+]şN+]

USB (front)

x1

HDMI Monitor / Zone 2

x1/x1

105 watts per channel (8 ohms,
20 Hz - 20 kHz, THD 0.08%, 2ch driven)

Power supply

$&9+]

Composite Monitor

x1

Power consumption

600 W
(Standby 0.1 W, CEC standby 0.5 W)

Audio Preout (SW)

7.2 ch

=RQH3UHRXW

FK

Power consumption
No-Sound

45 W (ECO on), 80 W (ECO off)

Phones

x1

Ethernet

x1

Dimensions (W x H x D)

[[LQFKHV

Microphone Port

x1

Weight

OEV

FM Tuner Antenna

x1

AM Tuner Antenna

x1

RS232 /12 V Trigger out

x1/x1

Speaker impedance

General

4 - 16 ohms

Preamplifier section
Input sensitivity/
impedance

200 mV / 47 kohms

Frequency response

10 Hz - 100 kHz — +1, –3 dB
(DIRECT mode)

100 dB (IHF-A weighted, DIRECT mode)

IN

OUT

OTHER

83&

Denon Electronics (USA), LLC.
D&M Canada
100 Corporate Drive, Mahwah, New Jersey
07430 USA
TEL 201-762-6500

 Black

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by D&M Holdings Inc. is under license.
Dolby, Dolby Atmos, and the double-D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. • DTS, the Symbol, DTS in combination with the Symbol, DTS:X, and the
DTS:X logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of DTS, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries. • The Spotify software is subject to third party
licenses found here: www.spotify.com/connect/third-party-licenses • Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.
Denon is a trademark or registered trademark of D&M Holdings, Inc.
* All specs can be subject to change
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* Available only in Black
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УКАЗАНИЯПО ТЕХНИКЕ БЕЗОПАСНОСТИ
1) Прочитайте эти указания.
2) Сохраните эти указания.
3) Выполняйте эти указания.
4) Следуйте всем инструкциям по обслуживанию.
5) Не пользуйтесь прибором в непосредственной близости от воды.
6) Протирайте прибор сухой тряпкой.
7) Не располагайте прибор рядом с источниками тепла.
8) Прокладывайте сетевой кабель таким образом, чтобы он был защищён от обуви и
острых кромок и не мог быть повреждён.
9) Применяйте только рекомендованные производи-телем дополнительные приборы/
принадлежности.
10) Вынимайте вилку из розетки при грозе и дли-тельных перерывах в эксплуатации
прибора.
11) Поручайте выполнение работ по обслуживанию прибора только квалифицированному
персоналу сервисной службы. Техническое обслуживание требуется если прибор был
каким-то образом поврежден.
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BAFX Products®

IR Repeater / Remote Control Extender Kit Control 1-8 device (expandable to 12)
The IR Repeater kit comes with 1 IR Receiver, 8 Emitters, 1 Distribution box & a power adapter.
Simply plug the emitter cables into the distribution block and paste one emitter head over the IR
receiver of each device you wish to control using the provided adhesive. Now, plug the IR
receiver into the distribution block & run the IR Receiver to the location you wish to control
your devices from so that the IR receiver is within view of the remote control. Power up the IR
Repeater with the wall adapter and your all set!
Need to span a distance further than the provided cable reach? No problem! Simply use any
length "headphone extension cable" to extend the IR receiver or emitter cables to your needed
length!
To top it all off, with this IR Repeater kit you get the BAFX Products® 60 day return period,
along with the BAFX Products® 1 Year Warranty against defects! You simply cannot go wrong!
Features / Specs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep your components hidden from view
1 IR receiver
4 Dual emitter cables (controls up to 8 devices)
1 Distribution block
1 Wall power adapter
1 Manual
IR receiver has a 25' range
Add up to 2 additional IR receivers (3 possible receivers in total)
IR receiver cable approx 4’ 10” (5’ tip to tip)
Add up to 2 more emitter cables
Emitter cables are approx. 9' long
Receiver & Emitters can be extended using 3.5mm headphone extension cables
Can accommodate up to 3 IR Receivers & 6 emitter cables
Distribution block measures about 2.25"x4.5"x1"
Dual-band frequency allows control of more devices
Receiving Frequency Range: 34KHZ - 60KHZ
Transmitting Range: 38KHZ & 56KHZ
Powered by included wall adapter OR USB power (USB cable not included)
Has slots for mounting if desired (Screws not included)
1 Year BAFX Products® warranty against defects

AV Series

Power Amplifier
The sub compact AV25 is built to meet the rigorous demands
of high quality commercial, industrial and Pro Audio sound
installations. Low cost, lightweight and convection cooling
make this Class D amplifier flexible enough for a broad range
of applications requiring quiet amplification. With an extremely
compact form factor, the AV25 allows amplification to be located

AV25
35W x 2 @ 4 Ohms
25W x 2 @ 8 Ohms

Features:
t Sub Compact 1/4 rack package

in places off limits to normal amplifiers without compromising

t Two channel amplifier, optimized to drive 4
Ohm and 8 Ohm loads

sound or power. Like all Stewart products, the AV25 is designed

t Music and fire alarm muting

for sonic accuracy, high efficiency and extended duty cycles. Our

t Clean full–range dynamic power

Signal Sense Power Technology TM (SSPT TM) ensures the amplifier
is only powered when there is a signal present, saving energy and
extending product life.

t Signal Detect trigger for sleep & wake up
t Multiple mounting options
t External inline power supply
t Made in the USA

Applications:
t Boardrooms & classrooms

t AV projection systems
t Lecterns and Podiums
t Plenum applications, UL 2043 rated
t Pole mounting option
t Fixed installations with amplifiers
located in listening environment
t Applications where traditional
amplifiers won’t fit
t Behind flat screen televisions

$VFTUB$PVSU4UF%t4POPSB$Bt5&-tXXXTUFXBSUBVEJPDPN

AV25

Specifications

35W x 2 @ 4 Ohms
25W x 2 @ 8 Ohms
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Architects & Engineering Specifications
The power amplifier shall consist of 2 channels. Model AV25 shall
deliver a minimum of 25W at 8 Ohms and 35W at 4 Ohms, both
channels driven, 30 Hz—30 kHz, < .1% THD. The amplifier shall be
convection cooled, requiring no fan. Amplifiers using fan cooling
will not be accepted. The Amplifier shall contain SSPT TM Technology
ensuring the device is only powered when a signal is detected. The
amplifier shall have circuitry to protect itself and the speaker loads
from output short circuits, DC voltage on the outputs and thermal
overload. The amplifier shall have a voltage gain of 28X (26.5dB)
and an input sensitivity of 0.5V for rated power at 8 Ohm output.
The amplifier shall have an external in-line Power Supply. Internal

Power Supplies will not be accepted. The frequency response shall
be greater than 30Hz to 20 kHz +0, – 3dB at rated power. The rear
panel shall contain LED Clip indicators for each channel, signal
present and power. The Rear panel shall have a Phoenix block
connectors for power, input, output and mute/fire alarm, recessed
level. The AV25 shall weigh .37 lbs (.16 kg) and shall be 4.35”
(11.1 cm) wide, 1.25” (3.2 cm) high, and 3.2” (8.1 cm) deep. The
amplifier shall be designated the Stewart Audio Model AV25.
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FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS!

ACCOUNT
(/STORE/MYACCOUNT.ASPX)
• BLOG (/BLOG) • ABOUT (/ABOUT)
• CONTACT (/CONTACT-US)

! Call toll-free 1-888-392-4814
(Please mention code: Gshop2 when
contacting us or placing your order)
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HOME (/) > PROJECTOR SCREENS (/PROJECTOR-SCREENS) > PROJECTOR SCREEN PAINT (/PROJECTORSCREENS/PROJECTOR-SCREEN-PAINT) >

PROJECTOR SCREEN PAINT DIGITAL THEATER WHITE-GALLON
G002

Item #: POS-G002

Manufacturer Part #: G002

Brand:

Paint on Screen

Screen Type:

Paint

Product Status:

In Stock

Gain:

1.4

Mount Type:

DIY

Retail: $189.00

Product Line:

Paint on Screen

Price: $169.99

SUPER
SAVINGS!
You won't find a better
deal than this.

You Save: $19.01

Add to Cart
(/resize/shared/images/products/paint_on_screen/DigitalTheaterWhite.jpg?
bw=1000&w=1000&bh=1000&h=1000)

| Read All Reviews |
Write a review
(/store/WriteReview.aspx?
ProductID=2406&ifd=www.projectorscreen.com)

(/store/m/32-Paint-onScreen.html)

View All Items in This Product
Line / Series

Move to Wishlist

In Stock

Description

Related Items

Paint on Screen Digital Theater White-Gallon

Level 2 Shade 1.4 Gain, Supports up to 4k HD Resolution, Absolute Neutral Color Shift, Utilizes S1 Silver base. This formulation is the right solution for a
sleek screen which will allow any projection system to show its full potential. Reference Level - 160 Degrees Viewing Angle

Download Paint on Screen MSDS Sheet Here ( /Shared/images/products/paint_on_screen/POS-MSDS.pdf)
Paint On Screen is the leading single-coat projection screen paint that allows
anyone to paint a screen onto any surface. Our technology makes creating a
projection screen extremely cost effective. In less than an hour you can paint vivid
2D or brilliant silver 3D screen with picture perfect 1080p HD and even 4K UltraHD
clarity.

Paint On Screen is the result of hundreds of tests and years of hard work and experience to develop the most
effective custom screen solution.
Residential

Commercial

Living Room Wall to Home Theater! Bigger is Better! Paint

Creating Unique Commercial Solutions for Clients. Paint

On Screen makes it easy to transform any wall, ceiling, floor,

On Screen provides solutions for the entire large media sector.

dome, window, building or other surface into a beautiful and

Cost savings are easily seen by operations such as schools,

extremely effective HD projection screen. Often times our

churches, convention centers, conference rooms, hotels,

customers will paint the entire wall or just the screen size with

restaurants and sports bars, arenas, large venues, stage

a painted border or frame.

productions and more.
Improve your productivity by providing a visually stunning,

The primary use for projection screen paint is your own tv,
media or theater room. It is extremely easy to apply,

dynamic working environment. Paint On Screen is a cost
effective way to upgrade theaters to 3D systems.

inexpensive and delivers stunning results. Projection screen
paint is a no wires, no mess, create any size in any type of

Create interactive banners, wall displays, special advertising

environment solution to Ultra HD projection.

effects and eye catching window displays all of which is
possible in 3D. Paint On Screen is single coat application; no

A bigger image makes its easier to see all the HD detail in
BluRay and 1080p HD video. Visual teaching aids, gamers,

top and/or bottom coats and is the only solution based on
SID, IDMS and ICDM color standards.

designers and enthusiants all agree that a bigger, brighter
image is the way to go.

Why Is Paint On Screen A Great Solution?
• Paint On Screen has superior contrast and visual depth compared to vinyl or material
screens.
• Paint On Screen is a patent pending formulation of compounds developed through
extensive research.
• Paint On Screen provides flat spectral response eliminating image color shift.
• Paint On Screen is formulated on an absolute neutral gray scale.
• Paint On Screen eliminates 4:3, 16:9, 1.78:1, 1.85:1 and 2.35:1 masking problems.
• Paint On Screen can clearly represent pixel resolution up to 4K Ultra HD in under 80"
diagonal.
• Paint On Screen costs hundreds less than any other solution.
• Paint On Screen is very easy to apply. One application with no special mixing or
tools.
• Paint On Screen lasts a lifetime, and can be wiped clean and painted over if needed.
• Paint On Screen carries a 100% satisfied, no questions asked, guarantee.

Gain, Contrast, Ambient Light Rejection, Resolution, Uniformity, and Flat Spectral Response all play an important part in
image clarity. No other product, in any form, performs to a higher standard than Paint On Screen. It was conceived as an easy
roll-on or spray solution that manages each variable of video projection. It became a calculated formula that maximizes pixel
definition, provides perfect uniformity, introduces zero color shift or tinting all while rejecting specular and diffused reflection
(also known as ambient light) with its inherent layering technology.
Because of the unique structural properties of the compounds formed in Paint On Screen, light passes through leafed and
channeled "mirrors", allowing the screen to intensify and return radiant pictures that surpass the best of conventional screens.
These channelled mirrors are so small that only the light defined by the pixel is returned to the viewer thus producing a razor
sharp image.
Paint On Screen uses a specialized and highly refined silver metallic base to ensure pixel clarity, sharpness and uniform
brightness. Our silver is known for being the most contrast-boosting and color-enhancing material of any screen type.
The advantages of having a permanent painted screen are obvious. A screen that doesn't flex or roll up allows for the perfect
light-producing structures to form. In order to achieve the highest resolution your image support must be very rigid. Slight
curves and even unperceived unequal tension will cause less then desireable uniformity and thus reduce pixel clarity and
resoltuion. Using a paint instead of a traditional vinyl material is the only way to ensure a perfect picture.

Why A Painted Static Screen Out Performs A Roll Up Screen?
• Any screen that rolls up changes it structural surface area and loses its performance level quickly.
• A painted screen is not susceptible to damage as with a flexible cloth / material screen. Digital Screen Paint can be wiped
clean with no loss of performance. In the event that the screen is damaged you can always apply a fresh new coat for a
brand new finish!
• Paint On Screen costs hundreds less than even entry level theater screens and outperforms the most expensive.

Projection Screen Paint is very good at:
• Boosting Contrast
• Adding Depth to Images
• Liquefying Blacks
• Eliminating Hotspots
• Expanding Viewing Angle
• Rejecting Ambient Light

Projection Screen Paint Offers:
• Low Ratio of Extinction for 3D
• 4K Ultra HD Compatible
• 160 Degree Wide Axis Viewing
• High Polarization Retention

Ever noticed that no matter what screen size you go with you have format issues switching from TV to HDTV, DVD to Cinema
Wide? One traditional hanging screen cannot display all these different formats without cropping, distorting or very expensive
masking.
A paint-on projection screen eliminates all aspect ratio formatting and masking problems. Traditional screens have such a
pronounced edge that with any change in format a very noticeable gap or spacial difference is obvious.

With a projection screen paint you no longer have to worry about image bleeding, aspect changes from TV to DVD or expensive
masking systems. You are now free to design / build without traditional screen size restrictions.
With a traditional static, manual or electric screen you would need different masking configurations to accommodate all film aspect
ratio formats. Any type of border can be used or no border at all.

Instructions:
• Start by determining the distance needed to project the
desired size screen allowable by your projector.
• Outline the maximum size your projected image can occupy.
• Mark the borders of the screen with blue painters tape.
(optional)
• Apply two (2) Light Coats.
• Let dry between each coat.
• Paint within the lines! It's that easy.

Helpful Hints

Specifications:
• 3.78 L ( 1 Gallon) = 240" diagonal = 170 Square Ft coverage
• Gain = .95 - 6.0 ( depending on selection )
• 110 - 160 Viewing Angle ( Cone )
• Very High Viscosity 440+ cSt
• 10.5 lbs / gal
• 3DHD must be sprayed.
• Maximum VOC: 50 g/l (0.42 lb/gal)
• If permanently marked or scuffed, reapply fresh coat of Paint
On Screen.

